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ABSTRACT 
The switching transient in am AC circuit mainly depends upon 
the initial condition smd the switching instcint or the point on 
the voltage wave. In the work presented here, the equations of 
the current response with any initial condition is derived in the 
normalissed fom to obtain universal curves for peeik tremsient 
current against switching instant for all types of AC circuits. 
For the first time, it is theoretically analyzed and experimen-
tally verified that the switching current (peak) in einy linear 
circuit can be pushed to its maximum level or constrained to its 
minimum level (equal to or close to steady-state value) simply by 
controlling the switching instant of the circuit. General 
equations and universal curves are also given to determine the 
extremum for all circuits. The maximum value of the switching 
current gives the correct value of the maximum possible switching 
transient current that may flow into the circuit. 
Different types of instant-controlled switching circuits 
have been designed. Besides other applications, for the first 
time, they are used successfully to eliminate the switching 
inrush current in 1-phase as well as 3-phase transformers and 
reduce them considerably in induction motors. 
Moreover these circuits are used in integral-cycle power 
control mode for resistive and inductive loads as well as in 
speed control applications of induction motors (1-phase as well 
as 3-phase). 
Basically this study is useful for the estimation and 
control of the transients in all electrical circuits cind systems 
which are subject to repeated switching and where transient 
condition has got some significance. 
Details of the work carried out and covered in this thesis 
are listed below: 
(i) Derivation of equations for current response in all 
linear circuits with initial conditions in the normalized form. 
(ii) Development of software to determine the critical 
conditions by optimization technique at which the transient 
current (peaX) is at its extremum. 
(iii) Development of software for the study and estimation 
of the transient current (peaX) at different conditions. 
(iv) Preparation of universal lookup graphs for peak 
treinsient current in all circuits at different initial condi-
tions, power factors emd switching instants. 
(v) Development of a digital instant-controlled switching 
circuit for switching the circuit/device at any specific 
predetermined switching instant only. 
(vi) Development of an analog instant-controlled switching 
circuit for accurate control of switching instant. 
(vii) Development of a frequency invariant phase-angle and 
power-factor meter for measuring switching instant accurately. 
(viii) Verification of the computerized investigation experi-
mentally for different circuits at various predetermined 
switching instants. 
(ix) Development of a master-controller circuit (MCC) based 
on instant-controlled switching (IGS) technique which, in 
addition to the above operations, successfully works as a 
controller circuit for converters/inverters (1-phase and 3-
phase), choppers cmd integral-cycle power control in circuits and 
machines, and fuzrther as static distance relays. 
(x) Application of the ICS technique for integral-cycle 
power control of resistive loads. 
(xi) Application of the ICS technique for integral-cycle 
power control of inductive loads. 
(xii) Application of the ICS technique for determination of 
switching current-in machines- (transformers) 
(xiii) Application of the ICS technique for elimination of 
inrush current in 1-phase and 3-phase transformers. 
(xiv) Application of the ICS technique for switching current 
control of 1-phase and 3-phase induction motors. 
(xv) Application of the ICS technique for speed control of 1-
phase and 3-phase induction motors. 
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ABSTRACT 
The switching transient in an AC circuit mainly depends upon 
the initial condition and the switching instant or the point on 
the voltage wave. In the work presented here, the equations of 
the current response with any initial condition is derived in the 
normalized form to obtain ixniversal curves for pecik transient 
current against switching instant for all types of AC circuits. 
For the first time, it is theoretically analyzed and experimen-
tally verified that the switching cumrent (p>eak) in any linear 
circuit can be pushed to its maximum level or constrained to its 
minimum level (equal to or close to steady-state value) simply by 
controlling the switching instant of the circuit. General 
equations and universal ciirves are also given to determine the 
extremum for all circuits. The maximum value of the switching 
current gives the correct value of the maximum possible switching 
transient current that may flow into the circuit. 
Different types of instant-controlled switching circuits 
have been designed. Besides other applications, for the first 
time, they are used successfully to eliminate the switching 
inrush current in 1-phase as well as 3-phase transformers and 
reduce them considerably in induction motors. 
Moreover these circuits are used in integral-cycle power 
control mode for resistive and inductive loads as well as in 
speed control applications of induction motors (1-phase as well 
V 
as 3-phase). 
Basically this study is useful for the estimation and 
control of the transients in all electrical circuits and systems 
which are subject to repeated switching and where transient 
condition has got some significance. 
Details of the work carried out and covered in this thesis 
are listed below: 
(i) Derivation of equations for ciurrent response in all 
linear circuits with initial conditions in the normalized form. 
(ii) Development of software to determine the critical 
conditions by optimization technique at which the transient 
current (peaX) is at its extremum. 
(iii) Development of software for the study and estimation 
of the transient current (pezik) at different conditions. 
(iv) Preparation of universal lookup graphs for peak 
transient current in all circuits at different initial condi-
tions, power factors and switching instants. 
(v) Development of a digital instant-controlled switching 
circuit for switching the circuit/device at any specific 
predetermined switching instant only. 
(vi) Development of an analog instant-controlled switching 
circuit for accurate control of switching instant. 
(vii) Development of a frequency invariant phase-angle and 
power-factor meter for measuring switching instant accurately. 
VI 
(viii) Verification of the computerized investigation experi-
mentally for different circuits at various predetermined 
switching instants. 
(ix) Development of a master-controller circuit (MCC) based 
on instant-controlled switching (ICS) technique which, in 
addition to the above operations, successfully works as a 
controller circuit for converters/inverters (1-phase and 3-
phase) , choppers and integral-cycle power control in circuits ctnd 
machines, and further as static distance relays. 
(x) Application of the ICS technic[ue for integral-cycle 
power control of resistive loads. 
(xi) Application of the ICS technique for integral-cycle 
power control of inductive loads. 
(xii) Application of the ICS techniqpie for determination of 
switching current in machines (transformers). 
(xiii) Application of the ICS technique for elimination of 
inrush current in 1-phase and 3-phase transformers-
(xiv) Application of the ICS technique for switching current 
control of 1-phase and 3-phase induction motors-
(xv) Application of the ICS technique for speed control of 1-
phase and 3-phase induction motors. 
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1. GKMERAL IHTRODOCTIOH MiD REVIEW 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The current in an inductor and the voltage across a 
capacitor cannot change instantaneously. Thus a change in an 
electric circuit results in transients before it acquires another 
steady-state condition. Although the transients persist only for 
a short while, the resulting high values of currents or voltages 
could be dangerous and as such cannot be ignored easily. 
Therefore the behavior of the circuit under transient condition 
demands a thorough study. 
1.2 TRANSIENTS IN DC CIRCUITS 
Transient response of the circuits when DC voltage (forcing 
function) is applied are well known [1,2,3]. The current, after 
the application of the DC voltage, increases or decreases 
exponentially in the RL and RC circuits respectively (Fig. 1.1). 
But the nature of the current response of such circuits (RL or 
RC) is same irrespective of the magnitudes of its circuit 
parameters (Appendix I) . Even the presence of the initial 
current, lo, in RL circuit and the initial charge, Qo, on the 
capacitor in RC circuit, do not change the nature of response as 
shown in Fig. 1.2. Similarly the nature of the current response 
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Fig. 1.2.Current response of RL and RC circuits under 
direct voltage input with initial condition. 
and peak current (over shoot) in the RLC circuit depend upon the 
damping-ratio of the circuit. This is evident from the current 
response equation derived for RLC circuit with the initial 
condition (Appendix II). Fig. 1.3 shows clearly that the initial 
conditions simply affect the overall magnitude of the current 
while the nature of the response remains same. 
1.3 TRANSIENTS IN AC CIRCUITS 
In case of AC circuits, the nature of switching transients 
in RL circuit is well known. The effect of switching instant (the 
instant on the voltage wave when the circuit is closed) in RL 
circuit have appeared in the text books [1,2,3,4] and are well 
documented [5,6,7]. Digital and micro-processor based circuits 
have been reported for gradually reducing the switching 
transients in a 1-phase RL load working under integral-cycle 
control condition, by the feedback of the DC offset current 
[8,9]. 
In general, the current response depends upon the individual 
magnitudes of the circuit parameters, impedance of the circuit as 
well as the magnitude and the phasor position, ©, of the applied 
voltage at the switching instant (SI), in addition to the initial 
condition of the circuit. The variation of the SI or e is limited 
within 0 to 2TT, while the initial condition may vary up to any 
extent. The current response of a typical RLC circuit (under-
damped, Ze=0.2, capacitive reactance), when switched at different 
Sis with zero and non-zero initial conditions, is shown in Fig. 
1.4. It appears that the transients are unpredictable in nature 
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Fig. 1.3.Current response of RLC circuit under direct 
voltage input (a) with zero initial condition 
and (b) with initial condition. 
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and it is difficult to have a generalized and systematic 
knowledge of the transients in AC circuits taking into 
consideration all these factors together. Perhaps due to this 
complexity of the problem no significant work could be done 
earlier with generalized approach. The problem becomes more 
complicated in case of 3-phase AC circuits and machines. 
1.4 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
A complete analysis of all AC circuits i.e. RL, RC and RLC 
(capacitive and inductive; under-damped, over-damped & critically 
damped) with different initial conditions (lo & Qo), can give an 
overall picture of the transients of linear circuits which can be 
extended easily to the electrical linear and non-linear circuits 
and systems for controlling the switching transients as well as 
their performance. This study would be useful for estimation, 
elimination and control of the switching transients and 
performance of all AC (1-phase and 3-phase) circuits and 
machines. 
After complete analysis of all AC circuits, this Knowledge 
could be successfully utilized for controlling the switching 
transient/inrush currents and performance of different circuits 
and machines (transformers and induction motors). 
1.5 ORGANIZATION OP THESIS 
Here the equations of the switching transient in the linear 
circuits are analyzed for the first time in the generalized form 
by introducing two factors for initial conditions to normalize 
the response equations and to make the transients predictable for 
any circuit. It is found that there always exist a SI or 9, say 
emax, for every circuit, at which the switching transient current 
(peak) , Ip, is niaximum. Similarly at a particular value of 9, say 
9min, Ip is minimum. Thus transients become completely 
controllable and predictable and for this purpose "instant-
controlled switching circuits" are developed which avoid random 
switching and enable the switching at the desired SI or 9. 
Thus for over all study of the transients in linear 
circuits, response equations (including the initial conditions) 
are derived, simplified, normalized, software is developed, 
switching circuits are designed, circuit performance is recorded 
and their applications for controlling the switching currents and 
performance of different electrical machines (1-phase & 3-phase 
transformers and induction motors) and systems (resistive and 
inductive loads, static relays) are studied. 
Chapter-2 deals with the computerized analysis of the 
circuit by optimization technique c.s well as by direct 
computation with the help of different software developed. From 
the computed values universal lookup curves/graphs are prepared 
for each type of linear circuit at different initial conditions. 
This is not only useful for controllxng the transients but 
equally useful for estimation of the maximum possible transient 
current that could flow into a circuit. 
Chapter-3 covers the details regarding the design, 
performance and utility of different instant-controlled switching 
(ICS) circuits. Different digital and analogue ICS circuits are 
developed. Finally a versatile ICS circuit (master controller 
circuit) is developed which is capable to work in different 
control modes (controller for converters, choppers and integral-
cycle power control) and to realize various other functions 
(static relays etc.)« 
Chapter-4 deals with the applications of the ICS circuits on 
transformers, induction motors and other systems. It is shown for 
the first time that the switching inrush current of 1-phase as 
well as 3-phase transformers in any mode of connection can be 
eliminated completely by using an ICS circuit. Similarly the 
switching currents of 1-phase as well as 3-phase induction motors 
are controlled/reduced significantly by controlling the Sis. 
Integral-cycle control (ICC) and ICS techniques are used together 
for zero-voltage switching of the resistive load as well as for 
ICC of inductive loads. 
In chapter-5, conclusion is given and the scope of further 
possible work outlined. At the end, the details of different 
equations used, flow charts and computer programs etc. are given 
in the appendices to avoid lengthy detraction from the main theme 
in the text. List of the papers prepared and published from this 
thesis is also given. 
2.8WITCHIMG TRAH8IKHT CURRKMTS IH CIRCUITS 
(ANALYSIS & CONTROL) 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The switching transient current in AC circuits depends upon 
its impedance, individual magnitudes of circuit parameters as 
well as magnitude and the switching instant (SI) or the phasor 
position, 0, of the applied voltage at the instant of switching, 
in addition to the initial condition [1]. The transient period in 
the circuits and machines are, generally, of short duration. 
However, during these periods, sometimes, most serious operating 
problems are encountered. In most of the highly reactive or low 
power-factor (PF) circuits, often, the switching current (peak) 
is several times higher than the steady-state maximum current 
(Im) . The doubling effect in the RL circuit is one of its 
examples. A complete knowledge of the transient behavior of all 
types of circuits is useful from the point of view of the maximum 
and minimum magnitude of the current response. The maximum 
switching current is the maximum instantaneous current that could 
flow into the circuit and it is also helpful in determination of 
the maximum possible voltage that could appear across each 
circuit element under the transient condition. The minimum 
switching current ensures that the transient current under a 
certain condition is either zero or minimum and the system is 
safe from the dangerous transients. All types of linear series 
circuits are discussed here separately. 
The switching transient response of Rh, RC and RLC circuits 
can be easily determined using the expressions for their total 
current response. The exact condition at which the peak of the 
current response, Ip, is maximvim or minimum (global)/ depends 
upon the SI on the voltage wave and al&o the initial condition, 
if any, of the circuit viz. the initial charge, Qo, stored on the 
capacitor and the initial current, lo, present in the circuit. 
For this purpose two switching arrangements employed are shown in 
Fig. 2.1 and 2.2. The variation of the SI or 6 of the voltage is 
confined between 0 and 2n, while the initial condition of the 
circuit varies over wide range. This makes it difficult to fore-
see or predict the nature and magnitude of the transient current. 
A typical current response of RL circuit when switched at a 
particular value of e is shown in Fig. t.3. The effect of the SI 
or e on the current response of RLC (ui-der-damped) circuit with 
and without Qo is shown in Figures 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) 
respectively. These response clearly show the nature of the 
transients, variation of its magnitude, and Ip of the same 
circuit for different e. The effect of 6 in deciding the nature 
and magnitude of the transient can also be visualize from the 
well known equations for the total current response of linear 
series circuits [l]. 
t = o 
^ )v(t)=Vm. 5fn(Wt + 0) 
Fig. 2.1.Circuit arrangement for initial condition Qo, 
V(t) 
Glo = F C 
Fig. 2.2.Circuit arrangement for initial conditions Qo and lo. 
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2.2 OPTIMIZATION OF TRANSIENT CURRENTS 
To find out the exact condition in terms of e, at which Ip 
for a circuit, with a particular initial condition, is maximum or 
minimum, classical optimization technique can be employed [lOJ. 
However, due to the presence of the exponential term, the first 
derivatives of the current cannot easily yield separate equations 
for " © and t." Alternatively, simplest and most straight-forward 
method, although lengthy, is to compute the total current 
response 1(0,t) for each value of t while keeping 0 constant (say 
6=01) till the transient term vanishes i.e. the total current 
response becomes close to steady-state. Then the highest value of 
the current i(01,t) say lip has to be compared with another 
highest value of current i(02,t) say I2p. In this way the largest 
value of Ip can be found while 0 is varied from 0 to 2IT. Thus 
©=0max, corresponding to the switching instant at which the 
maximum transient current (maximum of Ip's) flows in the circuit 
and ©=©min, corresponding to the SI where transient is either 
zero or minimum (i.e. Ip is equal to Im or close to it) are 
evaluated. 
2.2.1. Optimization by numerical methods 
To cut short the above mentioned lengthy process the 
transient term (without the damping-factor), Itf ^^" ^^ 
optimized to give approximately the same results. Hence maximum 
and minimum values of Ip (global) can be easily found out in case 
of RL and RC circuits. But, it becomes difficult in case of the 
RLC circuit to find out separate equations for 9 and t from the 
first derivatives of I^f ^^ ^^® variables 6 and t are not 
separable. Therefore, the classical method can not be applied as 
such. The derivatives of I^^ can thus be solved by numerical 
method to obtain the values of 9 where possible maxima/minima of 
Ip exist. 
Various numerical techniques can be applied to find the 
roots but the values of the roots obtained may be any stationary, 
local maximum/minimum or global maximum/minimum points. For 
example Newton-Raphson method, although fast enough, needs 
initial approximations for each root and therefore it can 
converge to a root amongst several roots that may not correspond 
to a global extremum. Similarly the bisection or false-position 
techniques suffer from the same drawback although the 
convergence is guaranteed in each method [11]. Therefore, to 
avoid local and false optima, classical and direct-search 
techniques together are used here for determination of the 
optimum transient current in RLC circuits. The equations of the 
first derivatives of I^^ can be used to find the roots by the 
direct-search method which correspond to the minimum, maximum or 
stationary points. At each root value of e, current response has 
to be calculated again and its peak current Ip has to be picked 
up. Then global maximum and minimum values of Ip and 
corresponding 9 (9max and 9min) can be easily determined. 
2.2.2. Derivation of equations 
The total current response of different circuits with an 
initial condition (Qo only) is given in [1]. The applied 
alternating voltage is Vm.sin(wt+e) and the current response 
equations for the RL, RC, RLC over-damped (0/D), RLC critically 
damped (C/D)* and RLC under-damped (U/D) circuits respectively 
are given below: 
i(t)=Im.sin(wt+e-0)-Im.sin(e-«5) .e"^^/^] (2.1) 
i (t) =Im. sin (wt+e+(^ ) -tan^[wQo+Im. cos (Q-fb) ] e"'*^ /^ ^ (2.2) 
i (t) =Im. sin j^ wt+e-jzf) + [ (Ed/bL) sinhjbt-Im. sin (9-/) coshiJt ] e~^^ (2.3) 
i(t)=Im.sin(wt+e-^)+[(t.Ed/L)-Im.sin(e-^)].e~^^ (2.4) 
i(t)=Im.sin(wt+e-j^)+[ (Ed/bL) sinBt-Im.sin(e-^) cosSt] .e~^^ (2.5) 
where w, Z, XI, Xc and gf are angular frequency of supply 
voltage, total impedance, inductive reactance (wL), capacitive 
reactance (1/wC) and PF angle of the circuit respectively and 
a = R/2L, b = y7R2-4L/C)/2L, B = jb and 
Ed = Vm.sine-(Qo/C)-Xl.Im.cos(e-^)-R.Im.sin(e-^)/2 (2.6) 
The equations of the current response in all circuits (RL, 
RC and RLC) are derived for the condition when Qo and lo both are 
present in the circuit. Complete derivations for different 
P.T.O. 
* Kerchner & Corcoran in their book [1] have derived the current 
response equations for 0/D and U/D cases only. However they have 
further suggested that the value of 'b' be made zero in the 
equation for 0/D circuit, to get an equation for critically 
damped circuit (page 572, chapter XIV, reference 1). However this 
statement is not true because this results in the current 
response equation, either a 0/0 condition for an AC circuit or 
reduces the whole equation to zero in case of a DC circuit. 
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circuits are given in the Appendix II and the final equations are 
stated below for RL, RC and 0/D, C/D and U/D circuits respectively. 
i(t)=Iin.sin(wt+e-^)-[Iin.sin(e-0)-Io] .e"^^/^ (2.7) 
i(t)=Ini.sin(wt+e-^)-tanO[wQo+Iiti.cos(e+^) ] ,e~'^/^^ (2.8) 
i(t)=Iin.sin(wt+e-;^)+[ (Eo/bL) sinhJbt-{Im. sin(e-0)-Io}coshJt>t ]e"^^ (2 . 9) 
i(t) =Im.sin(wt+e-j^) +[Eo.t/L-{Iin.Sin(e-^) -lo} ] .e'^^ (2 .10) 
i(t)=Im.sin(wt+e-j6)+[ (Eo/BL) sinBt-{Iin.sin{e-j^)-lo} .cosBt]e~^^{2 .11) 
where 
Eo=Vin.sine-(Qo/C)-Xl.Im.cos(e-^)-R{Iin.sin(e-J^)+Io}/2 (2.12) 
From the above equations the conditions for the maxima and 
minima (emax and emin) of |l-ttl ^^^ ^® easily found out. 
2.2.3 Optimization condition for RL Circuits 
It is evident from (2.7) that the transient term depends upon 
I^^, therefore, the values of 9 for which Ip is maximum or minimum, 
are given by 
emax =-|T/2+^ for Io>0 
=TT/2+^ for Io<0 (2.13) 
and emin =- sin"-^  (lo/Im) + ^ (2.14) 
2.2.4 Optimization condition for RC Circuits 
The values of e for which Ip is maximum or minimum (as in the 
previous case) are given by 
11 
emax = - 0 f o r Qo > 0 
= -n-gi f o r Qo < 0 (2 .15 ) 
and emin =cos~-^ (-wQo/Im)-J2f ( 2 . 1 6 ) 
2 . 2 . 5 O p t i m i z a t i o n c o n d i t i o n f o r RLC C i r c u i t s 
Here t he c l a s s i c a l method i s used t o f ind out the 
expressions which can be solved to get roots where the probable 
maxima/minima e x i s t . Applying the c l a s s i c a l t echn ique i . e . 
put t ing 
il^^/£t = 0 ( 2 . 1 7 ) 
and ^ I ^ ^ / S e = 0 ( 2 . 1 8 ) 
For an 0/D case, it is obtained from (2.9) and (2.17) that 
(Eo/L) .coshjbt-b(Im.sin(e-^)-Io)sinhJbt=0 (2.19) 
or cothjbt=(bL/Eo) (lm.sin(e-^)-lo) (2.20) 
Similarly from (2.9) and (2.18) 
(Elo/bL)sinhjbt-Im.cos(e-5J) .coshjbt=0 (2.21) 
where 
Elo=dEo/d©=Vm.cose+Xl.Im.sin(e-^)-R.Im.cos(e-^)/2 (2.22) 
Further from (2.21) and (2.20) a function f(e) is obtained 
such that 
f(e) = Elo.Eo-(jbL)2.Im.cos(e-)^ ) . {Im.Sin(e-/)-Io}=0 (2.23) 
The expression f(e) for U/D circuit is same as above except 
12 
that b has to be replaced by B, or jb and B can be made equal to 
each other for the purpose of calculation as 
b=V'j (R2-4L/C) |/2L= B (2.24) 
Now, for the C/D circuit, the whole transient term can be 
used to find f(e) such that 
t=[{Im.sin(e-jZ()-Io}+l/a]L/Eo (2.25) 
and f (e) = (Elo/Eo) {Hn.sin(e-)^)-Io} + (Elo/aL)-lm.cos(e-^) (2.26) 
Now f(0) can be calculated from 9=0 to 2n and it becomes zero 
for those values of the e (say 61, 62,.... etc.) where roots 
exist i.e. where any maximum or minimum or stationary' points 
exist. i(e,t) has to be now calculated for these values of 9 i.e. 
i(91,t), i(92,t), , from t = 0 to the five time-periods of 
the circuit (t = 5t *= 5/a, as the transient term I^^.e"^^ becomes 
0.67% of the its initial value). Now Up, I2p, corresponding 
to 91, 92, can be compared to find out the global maximum 
and global minimum values of the switching current (peak) and 
their corresponding switching angles 9max and 9min respectively. 
2.2.6 Computation 
Initially (2.23) or (2.26) can be used to determine the 
optimum conditions with respect to 9 and then (2.9), (2.11) and 
(2.10) for calculation of Ip (global) for 0/D and U/D or C/D 
circuits respectively. However, if value of R is slightly 
increased (say by 0.001%) then C/D circuit becomes an 0/D circuit 
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(damping ratio, Ze = 1.00001). Now the C/D circuit can thus be 
analyzed as an 0/D circuit as the transients in both the cases 
are non-oscillatory. The value of f(e) changes its sign or 
becomes equal to zero (where the root lies) when the following 
condition is satisfied. 
fl.fo < 0 (2.27) 
where 
fo = f(®n^ ®^ ^^^ value of e 
fl = f(©n+l) ^^ (n+i)th value of e. 
Since more accurate value of e (with fraction of one degree) 
is normally not significant for practical purposes, the step of 
calculation for f(9) is kept TT/18 0 radian or one degree only (the 
exact value of the root may be found by any iterative method, if 
necessary). When the condition given in (2.23) or (2.26) is 
satisfied, then i(t) is calculated at each root value of 9 where 
step-size taken is, wt=1.8* (200 ti;mes in each cycle of the 
applied voltage). Normally four roots are found for a particular 
RLC circuit as is evident from Fig. 2.5 The maximum value of 
|i(t)I is picked up, which is nothing but Ip. At each root value 
(61, 92,....) Ip's can be compared to find out the global maximum 
and global minimum values of Ip and hence corresponding 9max and 
6min. 
The flowchart and related computer programs are given in 
Appendix III. The program for (B) part of the flowchart, meant 
for C/D circuit, is same as for (A) part.. However as discussed 
earlier C/D circuit can also be analyzed as a special case of 0/D 
circuit. Programs were run to findout 9min and 9max for a 
14 
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particular circuit. 
2.3 GENERALISED APPROACH 
The method of determination of Ip, as discussed in 
preceeding section, is an approximate one and each computation is 
confined to a particular circuit. However a thorough knowledge of 
the transient behavior of all circuits in the normalized form is 
always desirable. 
2.3.1. Normalization of equations 
The set of the five equations, (2.1) to (2.5), are modified 
to (2.28) to (2.32) below by defining the two terms "Y" and "n" 
such that the universal response (in term of per-unit of Im) for 
each case can be obtained easily. 
i (wt) =Im. [sin (wt+e-(ZJ) -{sin (e-;^ ) -n} . e'^^^'^ • ^ ^] (2.28) 
i(wt)=Im. [sin(wt+e-0)-tan^{Y+cos(e+^) } .e"'^ '^^ -^^ ''^ ] (2.29) 
i (wt) =Im. [sin(wt+e-|^) +{(Zo/bL) sinhJbt- (sin(e-/) -n) coshjbt} 
3-(R/2Xl)wt^ (2.30) 
i(wt)=Im. [sin(wt+e-^)+{ (Zo. t/L)-(sin(e-0)-73) }e" (^ /^ ^^ ^^ J^ (2.31) 
i(wt)=Im. [sin(wt+e-^)+{ (Zo/BL) sinBt-(sin(e-j^) -n)cosBt} 
g-(R/2Xl)wt3 (2.32) 
where 
y = ratio of initial voltage (Qo/C) to the maximum voltage on 
capacitor at steady-state (im.Xc), 
n = ratio of lo to Im =Io/Im, 
Zo = Eo/Im and therefore, 
Eo = Ed+(Im.n.R)/2 
= Vm.sine-(Qo/C)-Xl.Im.cos(e-^)-R{l.Ti.sin(e-^)-Io}/2 
= Im.[Z.sine-(Y.Xc)-Xl.cos(e-0)-R{sin(e-^)-n}/2] (2.33) 
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Now the current response for every circuit, with any initial 
condition, can be found by using the above equations in the 
normalized form. Ip is then calculated by a software developed 
for calculation and comparison of i(wt) in the circuit. To 
normalize the magnitude of i(wt) or Ip, or to express them in 
terms of per-unit of Im, the impedance of the circuit is 
numerically taken equal to Vm. The current response, i(wt) is 
calculated for particular value of e, f>, Y and n, at an interval 
of wt=1.8» and up to the five time-periods of the circuit i.e. 
till the transient term becomes 0.67% of its maximum value. Then 
the maximum value of | i (wt) | is picked up which is Ip at that G 
(as discussed previously in the A-part of the flowchart). Several 
programs are developed for computation of current response as 
well as Ip in RL, RC and RLC circuits and some of them are given 
in Appendix III. Graphs are plotted for these Ip's at each 6 for 
given Y and n of a particular circuit. The values of R, XI and 
Xc are calculated for the particular value of Ze (in the RLC 
circuit) . The graphs are plotted for Ip versus 6 (from 0» to 
360*) at eight PF. angles viz. ^=20*, 30», 40», 50», 60*, 70», 
80« and 87.13* (R = 5% of Z) in each as shown in curves A to H. 
The maximum and minimum |lp| indicate the maximum and minimum 
transient currents that could flow in the circuit at those 
conditions respectively. 
In the following passages, firstly, all the circuits with 
the initial condition of Qo only and then for Qo as well as lo 
are discussed. 
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2.3.2 Analysis of circuits with Qo only (Io=0) 
The current response is found similar in RL and in all types 
of RLC circuits where inductive reactance is larger than the 
capacitive reactance. Similarly the same behavior of the circuit 
is found in RC and in all types of RLC circuits where capacitive 
reactance is larger than inductive reactance. Therefore capaci-
tive and inductive circuits are being discussed separately. 
(a) Analysis of inductive circuits: 
Let the circuit as shown in Fig. 2.1 be switched on by 
closing the switch "S" at the instant t=0, for all types of 
series circuits considered below: 
(i) RL circuit: It is evident from equations (2.1) or (2.28) that 
the transient term vanishes, if switching is done at PF angle and 
hence 
Ip=Maximum of |i(t)|=Im for e =emin =0 or-jrf0 (2.34) 
Similarly a general condition for maximum transient in the 
RL circuit can also be found out. Fig. 2.6 shows the trend of 
Ip in RL circuit. Series A to H represents the curves of Ip for 
the impedance angles 20» to 87.13* respectively as mentioned 
above. Ip depends simultaneously upon the steady-state as well as 
the transient terms of equation (2.28). 
(ii)RLC circuits: The current response of the RLC circuit 
depends upon the damping-ratio of the circuit [2] 
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Ze = R/{2VrL/C)} = R/{2^Xl.Xc)} (2.35) 
The computation of the current becomes independent of source 
frequency, w. Therefore, for a particular value of 6, the actual 
values of circuit parameters R, L and C are not required in above 
equations. For an inductive RLC circuit the values of XI and Xc 
as derived in Appendix IV are given by 
Xl=[VTx2+(R/Ze)2}+X]/2 and 
Xc=Xl-X (2.36) 
Similarly for a capacitive circuit 
Xc=[Vfx2+(R/Ze)2}+X]/2 and 
Xl=Xc-X (2.37) 
The current response of the circuit is found in the 
generalized form. Thus the actual values of w, Qo, lo and Im are 
not required. Ip is calculated for different values of Y ( 1 , 
0.75, 0.5, .25 and 0) for each value of Ze = 1.2, 1.4, 2, 2.8 
and 3. The current response of C/D circuit is found similar to 
0/D circuit as both are non-oscillatory. Therefore, the C/D case 
is considered as a special case of 0/D circuit (Ze= 1.00001). 
Fig. 2.7 shows the variation of Ip in the whole range of 0 
with different values of Y for 0/D (Ze =1.4) circuit. It is 
evident from the graphs that the transient dies completely when 
the switching is done at a particular value of e. The variations 
of Ip for Y<0 is found to be similar as for Y>^ 0 except that it is 
displaced by 180° or TT radian. Similarly, for all cases of Y<0, 
emin and emax are found displaced by an angle of 180« as shown in 
Fig. 2.7(b). Henceforth, conditions for emin and emax are given 
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for Y>0 only. Fig. 2.8 shows the variation of Ip for different 
values of Y in C/D circuits. 
The result obtained for U/D circuits are found similar to 
that for 0/D circuits. Fig. 2.9 shows the variation of Ip for 
Ze=0.7 and 0.2 in the whole range of e with and without stored 
charge on capacitor, emax and emin are found same in case of an 
0/D circuit. The variation pattern of Ip is found same for all 
values of Ze. However the minimum level of Ip is larger for lower 
value of Ze which is shown in Fig.2.10. 
(b) Analysis of capacitive circuits: 
The variation of Ip for Y<0 is found same as in case of Y>0 
except that it is displaced by 180« (as discussed in previous 
section) . Therefore emin and emax (for Y<0) are also shifted by 
180». The conditions for minimum and maximum transient in the 
circuit at Y>0 are given below. Different types of these circuits 
are separately discussed. 
(i) RC circuit: Fig. 2.11 shows the variation of Ip in the RC 
circuit for the whole range of e, with and without stored charge 
on capacitor. 
(ii) RLC circuits: Similarly the calculations are done for 
Ze=1.2, 1.4, 2, 2.8, and 3 for an 0/D circuit. Figures 2.12 and 
2.13 show the variation of Ip for 0/D (Ze=1.4) and C/D circuits 
respectively as in previous cases. The condition of maximum ip is 
found to be same as in RC circuit. The error as compared to the 
actual values of emax and emin is found maximum in C/D circuits. 
In general, the error can be reduced by reducing emax merely by 
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For the U/D circuits, Ip is calculated for Ze=0.1 to 0.9 in 
terms of 8, with and without stored charge on capacitor. Figure 
2.14 shows the variation of Ip with 9 for Ze=0.7. The condition 
found for the minimum and maximum transient is same as in RC 
circuit. In case of U/D circuits, it is found that Ip varies 
significantly for different values of Ze. Figures 2.15 and 2.16 
show the variation of Ip for different Ze and 0. 
2.3.3 Analysis of circuits with Qo and lo 
For the sake of simplicity and to avoid involvement of 
source impedance in the calculation, a circuit configuration as 
shown in Fig. 2.2 is considered. Let at t=0, switch "S" be moved 
from A to B position. Now the current response is analyzed for 
various circuits. Calculation is done for various values of Ze, 
n, Y and 0 given below: 
Ze = 1.4, 1.0001(C/D), 0.7, 0.2 
n = ±1.0, ±0.75, ±0.5, ±0.25, 0 
Y = ±1.0, ±0.75, ±0,5, ±0.25, 0 
0 = ±20*, ±30°, ±40*, ±50*, ±60°. ±70°, ±80*, ±87.13° 
The effect of the initial circulating current is found 
significant only in case of inductive circuits. These are 
therefore being discussed here separately. 
(a) Analysis of RL circuits: 
As discussed previously Omax and 9min can be found by (i) 
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optimization technique using transient term only or (ii) by 
direct calculation technique. Using the first technique the 
errors are calculated for each value of n ( 0.2 5 to 1.0) and the 
maximum error found is 11.5% for n= 1, if the equation 2.14 is 
adopted to find emax. However, by using the second technique emax 
may be taken, in most general form, without significant error, as 
emax=0 for ri>0 
=7r for n<0 (2.38) 
In this case the maximum error is found to be 5% for n= 1. 
Ip depends simultaneously upon the steady-state as well as 
the transient term of (2.28). Fig. 2.17 shows the variation of Ip 
in RL circuit with different values of n. The accurate condition 
for the maximum Ip is determined as 
emax={ (Tr/2)-0}n for n>0 
=K+{ (TT/2)-(^ }n for n<0 (2.39) 
(b) Analysis of inductive RLC circuits: 
Different graphs for. Ip, showing the effect of Ze, n and Y, 
for different ^ are given here. Observations of the inductive 
circuits are given below 
(i) emin for minimum Ip is given by 
emin=ei+^ for Y<0 
=^ -ei+</) for Y>0 (2.40) 
where ei=sin~ (n) and is related to the value of sine function 
in the first or fourth quadrant depending upon the sign of n. 
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(ii) For a particular value of n and Y (say nl and Yl) the 
variation of Ip is found same as in case of -nl,-Yl except that 
the graph is shifted by 180". Thus emin and emax also shift by 
ISO". This is evident from Fig. 2.18 and 2.19 for 0/D and U/D 
circuits respectively. 
(iii) In general, emax depends upon "n" and is independent 
of "Y". 
(iv) Considerable error is found in the value of emin for 
the lower values of ^. However, the magnitude of transient 
current, hence the difference of Ip and Im for such cases, are 
not significant. 
(v) emax occurs at O^  and I8O0 for dll the values of n>0 and 
n<0 respectively. 
(vi) the effect of Ze does not play any role in deciding the 
values of emin and emax. However for tho lower values of Ze (in 
U/D circuits), at emin the transient, although small, doesn't 
vanish completely, which is evident from Fig. 2.20 (as in case of 
Io=0). 
(c) Analysis of capacitive RLC circuits: 
General observations with such circuits are- given below: 
(i) The magnitude and variation of Ip with respect to e is 
independent of n (Fig. 2.21). 
(ii) Variation pattern of Ip with respect to e depends upon 
Y (Fig. 2.22) . 
(iii) The maximum magnitude of Ip depends upon Ze as in case 
of 73=0. Which is evident from Fig. 2.22. 
(iv) emin and emax is same as in the RC circuit. 
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Fig. 2.22. Ip(maximum) for different Ze. 
2.4 SUMMARY OP SWITCHING TRANSIENTS 
The conditions for minimum and maximum switching current in 
the linear circuits are summarized in table 2.1 (for Qo only 
i.e. Io=0). The table is made only for Y>0 and the corresponding 
conditions Y<0 can be found simply by adding ISO" to the 
respective value of Gmin and emax. 
No significant effect of lo is found in capacitive circuits. 
The variation pattern of Ip in all inductive circuits is same and 
depends simply on n (although it is not exactly true but the 
error does not substantially modify the conclusion). Therefore, 
emax and emin are also same. 
Summary of the switching transients in the circuits is given 
below. 
(a) Inductive circuits: 
(i) In general, the variation pattern of Ip with respect to 
e is same in all inductive circuits for a particular n and is 
independent of Y. 
(ii) The doubling effect (Ip ^ 2) is observed for all values 
of Ze. 
(iii) Graph of Ip for Y<0 is mirror image (along y-axis) of 
the graph for Y>0. 
(iv) The maximum Ip is significant only for ^>60o (PF<0.5). 
(V) The transient persists for considerable period depending 
upon the damping-ratio of the circuit. 
(b) Capacitive circuits: 
(i) The variation trend of Ip with respect to e basically 
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depends upon Qo or Y not on n. 
(ii) For a particular Y, the variation pattern of Ip is same 
in all the capacitive circuits. Therefore emin and emax are also 
the same. 
(iii)The maximum Ip is, (l+|Y|) times the maximum Ip at Y=0. 
(iv) The maximum Ip is significant only for ^>60« (PF<0.5). 
(v) Transient current is very large but exists for very 
short period as the damping-ratio is large. 
(vi) The effect of lo or n is not significant. 
2.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The switching current during the transient condition is 
recorded by a storage oscilloscope. The SI or 9 is controlled by 
using an instant-controlled switching circuit (discussed in the 
next chapter in detail). A 230 volts and 50 cycle, AC voltage is 
applied to different circuits of impedance, Z=100 olims (source 
impedance is neglected) . The value of <f) is kept 70" in all 
cases. Photographs are given here in pairs showing maximum and 
minimum Ip of the same circuit when switched at emax and emin. 
Fig. 2.23 shows the switching arrangements employed for 
generation of different initial conditions in circuits. 
Fig.2.24(a) shows the switching currents in a RL circuit 
(R=34.2 ohms and L=300 mH) when it is switched on at e=Oo (upper 
photograph) and at e=70o (lower photograph). 
Fig. 2.24(b) shows the switching currents in a RLC (U/D) 
circuit (R=34.2 ohms, L=438 mH, C=73 pF, Ze=0.22 and Xl>Xc) with 
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zero initial condition (Y=0) and switched on at 9=0° (upper 
photograph) and 9=90° (lower photograph). 
Fig. 2.24(c) shows the switching currents in the above 
circuit with initial condition (Y=+l) and switched on at 9=0" 
(upper photograph) and 9=1800+70*' (lower photograph) . 
Fig. 2.24(d) shows the switching currents in a RC circuit 
(R=34.2 ohms and C=34 pF) with the initial condition, y=0 and 
switched on at 9=90°. 
Fig. 2.24(e) shows the switching currents in a RLC (0/D) 
circuit (R=34.2 ohms, L=5 mH, C=33 ;aF, Ze=1.4 and XoXl) when it 
is switched on at 9=90° (upper photograph) and 9=20° (lower 
photograph). 
Fig. 2.24(f) shows the switching currents in a RLC (U/D) 
circuit (R = 34.2 ohms, L =19 mH, C = 32 wF, Ze =0.7 and XoXl) 
with Y = -0.5 and switched on at 9 = 90° (upper photograph) and 
9=rr+[cos~-'- (-0.5)-90°] = 210° (lower photograph). 
Fig.2.25 shows the effect of lo on the switching current in 
a RL circuit (Zl=7.0+J19.2, ^=70°). The circuit arrangement as 
shown in Fig. 2.23(b) is used here. Initially triac-1 is switched 
at 91=-45° (=135") to provide lo (n=0.2) in Zl impedance circuit-
Then triac-2 is switched in the next cycle to ,by pass Z2 
(inductive circuit). Ip is maximum and minimum at 92=0° (left 
photograph) and 92=70° (right photograph) respectively. 
The maximum and minimum values of Ip are found in agreement 
with the computed values (those are shown in graphs). 
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3. DBSIGM OF IHSTMTT COMTROLLBD SWITCHIMG CIRCUITS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
As discussed in the previous chapter an instant-controlled 
switching (ICS) circuit is required for switching a circuit or a 
phase (of load) at a predetermined and precisely set switching 
instant (SI) on the voltage wave. Different types of ICS circuits 
developed here for 1-phase as well as 3-phase applications. 
Initially a digital circuit was designed and realized based on 
counting of high frequency pulses. An improvement was then made 
by realizing an analogue circuit for the same purpose which was 
frequency invariant and much simpler. Finally, a hybrid circuit 
was evolved which was much more versatile and useful for many 
other purposes. For the later two types of devices a measurement 
of phase-angle was needed. To accomplish this a frequency-
invariant phase-angle meter was also developed. 
3.2 DIGITAL ICS CIRCUIT 
A control pulse generated at the required SI or angle, in 
each cycle of the supply voltage, may be used to trigger a 
switching device which in turn closes the main power switch. The 
two possible methods for obtaining such a control pulse are as 
26 
follows: 
(i) Generating a pulse at the positive zero-crossover 
instant (PZI) and then delaying it for a known period using a 
monostable, or a delay network. 
(ii) Counting, starting from the PZI, a precalculated number 
of high-frequency (HF) pulses and then generating the control 
pulse. 
In the first method the presence of a monostable may lead to 
undesirable operation due to noise and stray pulses. Moreover it 
is difficult to set the delay period precisely. In the proposed 
scheme, therefore, the latter technique is adopted. The block 
diagram of the scheme is shown in Fig. 3.1. The counter starts 
counting the HF (6 KHz) pulses from the PZI. Each pulse at this 
frequency corresponds to 3° of a 50 Hz cycle and gives a 
sufficient resolution. Only 6 bits of the binary counters (7493) 
output are needed for counting the 60 HF pulses corresponding to 
half of the 50 Hz cycle. The parallel outputs of the counter are 
connected to a combinational logic block which produces the 
control pulse at the terminals A,B,C, N after counting the 
appropriate number of the HF pulses. In order to produce the 
control pulses at 0", 300, sO", 900, 120'» , 150« and 180°, i.e. 
after 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 counts, a combinational logic 
circuit, comprising of three AND gates (IC chip 7408) is 
connected at the output of the counter. Only combinational logic 
has to be changed for ' triggering at any instant other than the 
above. Moreover, with the help of different combinational logic, 
a 3-phase circuit or different circuits can be switched on 
sequentially. 
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The selector switch SI can be set to tap any one of the 
combinational logic outputs according to the desired SI (Fig. 
3.2). This output triggers an auxiliary SCR through a driver and 
buffer circuit (DBC), which provides the permanent gate supply 
needed to switch on the triac and keep it on during subsequent 
cycles. An isolator switch in parallel with the whole switching 
circuit may be used to replace the switching circuit after the 
switching-on operation. To ensure that the counter starts 
counting only from the PZI, an "Enable circuit" is used. It has a 
pulse-forming circuit (PFC) and a SR flip-flop (FF) as shown in 
Fig. 3.3. The PFC generates a sharp positive pulse at the PZI of 
the applied voltage which when allowed (by opening the switch S2) 
sets the FF through the AND gate and enables the counter to start 
counting the HE pulses from the PZI. 
Experiments were carried out to switch a 50 Hz power supply 
to a resistive load at different instants in a cycle. Photograhic 
records were obtained (Fig. 3.4) and carefully examined. The Sis 
were found to be in close agreement with the pre-set values. 
3.3 ANALOGUE ICS CIRCUIT 
The circuit described in the previous section was basically 
a delay type of circuit and they are susceptible to variation in 
power frequency. The same function was realized by an analogue 
circuit which is not only simpler and cheaper but also 
independent of frequency variations. The block diagram of the 
proposed circuit is shown in Fig. 3.5. In order to obtain 
switching at any required instant or angle, a, first a voltage 
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signal, Va, shifted in phase from the supply voltage by the same 
angle is produced. The phase shift is accomplished by an AC 
thyratron-type circuit [12], as shown in Fig. 3.6. The advantage 
of this circuit is that it can easily give a phase-shifted 
voltage signal of constant magnitude and any phase-angle between 
0 and "TT (leading or lagging) and can be achieved simply by 
varying the resistance R. The value of a is given by 
a = 2 tan"^(wCR) (3.1) 
The range of a can be extended from TT to 2rr by inter-
changing, the input terminals of the transformer or of the opera-
tional amplifier, or by the positions of C and R. The complete 
switching circuit is shown in Fig. 3.7. On opening the switch SI, 
the pulse from the PFC at an angle a with respect to the supply 
voltage Va, is passed over to to the gate of the auxiliary SCR 
and it is continuously triggered. This in turn triggers the triac 
as shown in Fig. 3.8. Thus supply to the load is switched in at 
the angle *a*. 
To set the switching angle accurately, a simple solid-state 
phase-angle meter is designed as shown in Fig. 3.9. The phase-
difference between two AC signals A and B can be measured in 
terms of the time elapsed between their PZIs. Sharp positive 
pulses, corresponding to the PZIs are obtained using a PFC. The 
pulse A sets and B resets the FF. The phase-difference between A 
and B is egual to the duration for which the output Q of the FF 
remains 'high'. This duration can be measured by converting it to 
a DC level using period-to-voltage converter and measuring it by 
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a voltmeter. The voltage during this period is amplified, clipped 
and the average DC voltage measured by a moving-coil instrument 
(micro-ammeter in series with a high resistance of 30 K-ohms). 
The timing diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig. 3.10. If "t" 
is the duration corresponding to the phase difference and "T" the 
time-period of the input signals then the average DC voltage to 
be measured depends on the ratio t/T and is independent of the 
freguency. The output characteristic is shown in Fig. 3.11. The 
phase-angle meter was tested to confirm that a variation in 
frequency from 4 Hz to 5 Khz neither affected the accuracy nor 
the calibration. For the measurement of the power-factor, the 
normal range of interest lies between 90° leading and 90° 
lagging. Therefore an inverted B signal can be used instead of B 
to give the deflection of the voltmeter in the range -ISQO 
(leading) to 180° (leading) as shown in Fig. 3.12. 
3.4 HYBRID ICS (MASTER-CONTROLLER) CIRCUIT 
Different types of firing angle controllers for converters 
and inverters are available in literature since last three 
decades. However these firing circuits are either meant for a 
particular application or are quite complex involving large 
hardware. A number of techniques for polyphase converter/inverter 
control had been discussed in detail [13,14]. Le and Berg had 
reported a 3-phase triggering circuit where three sets of active 
phase-shifter circuits (PSC) are employed [15]. However each PSC 
requires four operational amplifiers in addition to some 
combinational logic gates. Similarly other firing angle 
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controllers (including the integral-cycle power control/zero-
voltage switching) are also reported for three phase systems by 
phase-locked loop and microprocessor based methods [16,17,18]. In 
these cases also lengthy circuitry is involved. 
The principles of the ICS by the digital and analogue 
circuits are extended to develop a versatile master-controller 
circuit (MCC) for different applications. It is equally useful 
for converters, inverters, choppers, ICS, zero-voltage switching 
and integral-cycle control using thyristors, BJTs, FETs and 
MOSFETs etc. in the power circuits. Moreover it is successfully 
tested as a phase-comparator by phase-sequence detection 
techniques for realizing various distance characteristics for the 
protection of the transmission line. It easily controls as well 
as generates polyphase reference sinewave over wide frequency 
range (5Hz-40 KHz) which is otherwise difficult to be realized by 
simple circuits for cycloconverters and PWM inverters in speed 
control application over a frequency range within 100 Hz [14]. 
The block diagram of the MCC is shown in Fig. 3.13. Which 
has phase-shifting or phase-split circuits (PSC) as it is used in 
analogue ICS circuit (Fig. 3.8). Several phase-shifted signals 
(leading or lagging) are generated by adding more RC series 
branches at the secondary of the center-tapped auxiliary 
transformer (audio-interstage coupling transformer, Delta 13A74A) 
as shown in Fig. 3.14. Different voltage signals VI, V2 and V3 of 
required phase-shifts 61, 82 and 63 respectively, are generated 
with respect to the reference sinusoidal voltage, V. The PFCs 
give sharp positive pulse at PZIs to set or reset the different 
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FFs according to the logic combinations. High output of the FF 
(Q=l), enables the carrier signal (10 KHz) from the oscillator to 
reach the DBC. Which inturn controls the switching and 
conduction period of different power semiconductors in the power 
switching block. The DBC circuit used here is same as shown in 
Fig. 3.2. 
3.5 APPLICATIONS OP THE DESIGNED MCC 
The applications of this circuit for various purposes are 
discussed below for individual cases separately. 
3.5.1. ICS mode 
Different load circuits or phases of a supply can be 
switched at the same or at sequentially different Sis (e.g. 01, 
62, 93 etc.) with respect to V. The MCC connections for 3-phase 
or three load-circuits are shown in Fig 3.15. As discussed 
earlier the generated voltages VI, V2 and V3 are applied to three 
PFCs. The control pulse of the first PFC at ei, when allowed (Fb 
terminal is set to logic '1' level for burst control), sets the 
first FF as shown in Fig. 3.16. This part of the circuit is same 
as that of the "enable circuit" used in digital ICS circuit (Fig. 
3.3). Now it enables the second FF to set at 62 and so on. Thus 
switching takes place sequentially at required Sis only and con-
tinuous conduction of thyristors are maintained through the DBC. 
3.5.2. Zero~voltage switching mode 
In this case power control in both the modes, burst as well 
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as integral-cycle control, are possible. The connections in MCC 
are same as in Fig. 3.15 except that the burst or ON/OFF control 
signal at Fb controls the overall conduction period. When Fb goes 
to low level it resets all the FFs. Hence all thyristors switch 
off when their respective currents drop to zero (below holding 
current level). 
3.5.3. Chopper control mode 
As in previous cases, two AC signals V2 and V3 are generated 
by the PSC in MCC at the required frequency as shown in Fig. 
3.17. The control pulse at 92 and 93 from the PFCs sets and 
resets FF corresponding to the PZIs of these signals (Fig. 
3.18). The outputs of the FF, go to the main and auxiliary SCRs 
through the DBC . The variation of phase-difference |63-92| 
between them is made in accordance with the desired duty-cycle of 
the chopper. The phase-difference of 90°, ISOOand 270° correspond 
to 25%, 50%, and 75% of duty-cycle respectively. Therefore, 
duty-cycle = 100. 193-92 |/2?r % (3.2) 
The frequency control is achieved by varying the frequency 
of the reference voltage, V from the sinewave oscillator and 
time-ratio control is achieved by the phase-difference. The 
phasor position of V2 and V3 vary in between 0 and rr, and rr and 
2rr, by varying R2 and R3 respectively in PSC (Fig. 3.14). Thus 
the duty-cycle can be continuously controlled from 0 to 100%. 
3.5.4. Converter/Inverter control mode 
For 1-phase and 3-phase converter/inverter bridges four and 
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six switching pulses respectively are required. Fig. 3.19 shows 
connections in MCC for 3-phase applications in 120° conduction 
mode. Here 61, 02 and 03 are set at 0°, 120° and 240° and VI, V2 
and V3 are applied to the six PFCs. Three PFCs give positive 
pulses at PZIs while the remaining PFCs give pulses at negative 
zero-crossover instants. Now these pulses (at 0°, 1200, 240°, 
180", 300" and 60") set and reset the FFs for the desired 
duration as shown in Fig. 3.20. Thus they control the triggering 
pulses reaching the power semiconductor through DBC. The 
triggering/switching-angle control is accomplished by the 
variation of phase-angle 'a' of the reference voltage, V by a 
pre-PSC. 
3.5.5. Realization of distance relay characteristics 
In case of a long transmission line, the difference in 
impedance under heavily loaded condition and fault condition is 
small. But a considerable difference in phase angle exists [19], 
Therefore static phase comparator are most suitable for distance 
protection. Different authors have reported the realization of 
directional [20] and quadrilateral characteristics [21,22] by the 
phase-sequence detector (PSD). However the circuits reported by 
them contain very large number of discrete components and devices 
such as mixing transformers, replica impedances in the form of 
reactor coils and large transistorized network. These circuits, 
therefore, have the inherent drawbacks of more power drainage, 
lack of compactness and difficulty in realization of large number 
of non-linear devices and components. The reliability of the 
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circuit, which is very important for protective devices, depends 
upon the proper functioning of all these components and is 
obviously adversely affected by their large number. 
Here the MCC is used in such a way that it works as a 
versatile static phase-comparator which can realize all the 
characteristics of the distance relay viz. directional, general-
directional, reactance, angle-impedance and general-angle 
impedance. It dispenses with the use of actual replica-
impedances, mixing transformers and a large transistorized 
network. The design flexibility and ease of practical realization 
is obtained by simulating continuously adjustable replica 
impedances instead of actual ones. 
A line impedance, Z, seen by the relay is shown on the 
impedance plane in Fig. 3.21. If the current signal, I, is taken 
as reference, then the line voltage signal V ( = IZ) , will 
represent Z. A directional characteristic is given in Fig. 
3.22(a). The sequence of replica-impedance signals IZl and IZ2, V 
at the fault or trip condition will be IZl, V, IZ2. A 3-input PSD 
can distinguish between the fault and normal condition as it is 
given in circuit I of Fig. 3.23. Similarly the sequence at the 
fault condition for reactance relay (Fig. 3.23c) is IZ'l, IZ3-V, 
IZ'2 and is realized by circuit-II of Fig. 3.23. Several other 
characteristics i.e. general-directional, angle-impedance and 
general-angle impedance are also realized by detecting the phase-
sequence among these signals. 
The connections of MCC to realize different relay characte-
ristics are shown in Fig. 3.23. A combination of characteristics 
(b) and (e) gives a general quadrilateral characteristic as shown 
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in Fig. 3.22(f). This can be realized by connecting the outputs 
of circuit-I and II with an AND gate. 
With the help of a replica-impedance a current signal is 
converted into a voltage signal of required magnitude and phase-
shift. Here the function of replica impedance is realized 
separately for versatile control by PFC. The phase-angle of the 
generated signal is controlled independently by the PSC and 
magnitude is controlled by the gain of an amplifier (operational-
amplifier, 741 in closed-].oop mode) . A voltage signal in phase 
with the current is obtained by taking the voltage across the 
shunt resistance of the secondary of a current transformer (CT) . 
It is applied to the PSC to generate VI, V2 and V3 or IZl, IZ2 
and IZ3 signals respectively as before. A difference amplifier is 
used instead of the mixing transformers for generating the IZ3-V 
signal. The PFCs give positive pulses at the PZIs whose sequence 
has to determined by PSD. Since the operational amplifier in PFC 
is connected in open loop mode, the magnitude of signals are not 
much important for PSD. However, except in case of IZ3, the 
magnitude of the IZ3 decides the phasor position of IZ3-V signal 
in circuit-II as shown in Fig. 3.23. 
Two AND gates and two FFs are connected to make PSD as shown 
in Fig. 3.24. The pulse from the PFC of VI sets the first FF 
while the pulse corresponding to V3 sets the second one for the 
sequence VI, V3, V2. The output of the PSD, Q2, remains high as 
long as the above sequence is maintained otherwise low. The relay 
is tested successfully with an artificial transmission line 
consisting of eighteen w-sections, for the normal, fault and 
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thorough-fault conditions. Each section of the transmission line 
has a series resistance and inductance of of 2.1 ohms and 21 mH 
and a shunt capacitance of 0.04 >aF as shown in Fig. 3.25. The 
zone of protection was extended up to sixteenth section of the 
line, leaving the last two sections for simulation of thorough 
faults. The fault was created by using a variable (fault) 
resistance, Rf to determine the performance of the relay for 
different locations on R-X plane (Zf+Rf). All the characteristics 
of the phase comparator are tested successfully. The maximum 
operating time of the relay is one cycle during which the phase-
sequence measurement completes. However it can be reduced to half 
cycle if another pair of PFCs, PSD and an OR gate are also used. 
Here PFCs generate the pulse at negative zero-crossover instants 
instead of PZIs, as it is used in 3-phase converter/inverter 
circuit (Fig. 3.19 and 3.20). Thus the phase sequence for the 
fault condition will be detected within one cycle (maximum) by 
either PSD. Performance of the relay under dynamic/actual condi-
tions can be improved further, replacing RC branch in PSC by a RL 
branch, to avoid the effects of power system oscillations. 
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4.IHSTAMT COMTROLLED SWITCHIHG APPLICATIOM8 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The ICS technique can be applied to study, estimate and 
control the transients in different circuits and systems. Here 
its application for controlling the performance and switching 
current of different types of load circuits, estimation and 
elimination of inrush current of transformers, and switching 
current as well as speed control of l-phase and 3-phase induction 
motors are discussed. The results are experimentally recorded and 
verified. 
4.2 ICS FOR INTEGRAL-CYCLE POWER CONTROL 
As discussed in section 3.5, with the help of the "Fb" 
signal the MCC can be made to operate in integral-cycle control 
(ICC) mode. Fb controls the ON period which is realized by the 
PFC and two monostables. 
4.2.1 ICC of 3-phase resistive loads 
The ZVS technique is extensively used in heat controllers 
where otherwise phase-controlled converter circuit generates 
radio-frequency interference (RFI) and heavy inrush current while 
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switching-on the furnace element at cold (due to high thermal 
coefficient of resistivity). By ZVS at large power level, the use 
of bulky and expensive line filters to reduce the RFI can be 
avoided. Custom-made IC for ZVS are available [23]. But they are 
designed for low voltage (240 volts) and single phase 
applications and thus three sets with separate three phase 
sensing is required for 3-phase applications. Moreover at start 
or at initial switching, in case of critical applications like 
furnace to be heated from cold, another set of ZVS is required 
[16]. Bhat had reported two circuits based on phase-locked-loop 
method and direct digital proportional control method for 3-phase 
ZVS using single phase sensing [16,17]. However the circuitry 
involved in both the cases consists of large number of discrete 
components as well as IC chips. 
The IQS method as discussed in chapter-3, section 3.5.2 can 
be used for three phase ZVS using single phase sensing. Switching 
pulses to the FFs are generated at PZI of all the phases. Which 
in turn switch the thyristors in the power switching block of MCC 
on the arrival of "Fb" or ON signal by enabling the AND gate to 
set FFl. Fb controls in burst as well as integral cycle control 
(ICC) mode. However in ICC mode, the number of ON cycles may not 
be equal for each phase at different "ON periods" causing an 
unbalanced load current. To remove this drawback another circuit 
configuration of MCC is used to control equal number of ON cycles 
in all phases as shown in Fig. 4.1. Fb is generated by two non-
retriggerable monostables (74221) in between PFC for phase A to 
FFl. The first monostable sets the total number of cycles 
(ON+OFF) to be controlled while the second one sets the ON period 
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only. Triggering pulses are available between 0° to 240° only for 
each phase during the ON period, enable the thyristors to be 
switched in both the half-cycles. The timing diagrams of MCC in 
this mode for 3-phase application and the oscillographic records 
are shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. 
4.2.2 ICC of 3-phase inductive loads 
For all RL loads, the transient is found significant only 
when 0>6O<» and it can be eliminated while switching at PF angle 
(0=^) as discussed in chapter 2 (sections 2.2 and 2.3). Moreover 
it can be shown that for such cases if the SI or 6 is fixed to 
90" then the transient is almost eliminated for any <f) and the 
magnitude of Ip confines to Im as it was shown in Fig. 2.6. Which 
is also evident from the current response of RL circuit of 
different 0 as shown in Fig. 4.4. 
Thus this technique can be applied to control the transients 
in 3-phase RL loads. Pulses generated at 90° of each phase of 3-
phase, 4-wire system can be used to switch A, B and C phases 
sequentially. The conduction will be maintained till ON (or Fb) 
signal persists as discussed for resistive loads in the previous 
section However number of switched half-cycles in each phase 
will not be same due to the non-simultaneous switching of all 
phases which causes different ON periods for each phase. Thus 
saturation in the core of inductor and unbalance in the load 
current may take place. This drawback was removed by changing the 
sequence of switching as A, C, B i.e. the C phase is switched in 
advance at its -90°. Thus if Va is the reference voltage to PSC, 
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The timing diagram is • shown in Fig. 4.5 for MCC in 
ICS mode and the photographic records for a 3-phase, 4-wire load 
are shown in Fig. 4.6. 
4.3 ICS FOR DETERMINATION OF INRUSH CURRENT 
For a transformer with an air-core or unsaturated core the 
maximum transient current (inrush), due to switching at or near 
ZCI, would be only twice the normal magnetizing current. 
However transformers are normally designed with some saturation. 
Hence the magnetizing inductance, which is proportional to the 
slope on B-H curve, is no more constant but decreases drastically 
with increase of the flux density, B as shown in Fig. 4.7. This 
collapse of the magnetizing reactance, Xm, raises the magnetizing 
current, im, to several times the full-load current. The residual 
flux density, Br, if present in the core may further aggravate 
the situation when it supports the initial magnetizing flux. 
For proper selection/design of switchgear, it is necessary 
to determine magnitude as well as nature of decay of inrush 
current of power transformers, which depends upon the magnetiza-
tion (B-H) curve of the core material and the Sis, besides other 
usual factors. Normally B-H curve with several assumptions has 
been used for estimation of the the inrush current [24,25,26,27, 
28]. But the details of the magnetic properties of the core 
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material, and its physical dimensions are normally not available 
to the user. Moreover the methods so far available for the 
determination of B-H curve for the core material of a built-up 
transformer are not very simple and straight forward. The 
conventional methods available are step-by-step method and method 
of reversals [3]. But these methods require a search coil to be 
placed around the core and also the knowledge of the dimensions 
of the core (without the insulation around the stampings) of a 
built-up transformer and therefore the core cross-sectional area 
is assumed to be same as that of a coil [25,27]. This assumption 
could lead to errors ranging from 50% in a small transformer to 
150-250% in case of a large transformer where windings are quite 
away from the core [28]. Spect had used piecewise linear magneti-
zation curve and a particular conduction period in each cycle for 
calculation of the inrush current [24]. Rehman and Gangopadhyay 
combined the techniques reported in [24] and [25] for simulation 
of the inrush current in 3-phase transformers based on zero-
sequence impedance and mutual coupling methods [29]. The sequence 
impedance method was used with the assumption that all the phases 
are electrically connected and magnetically isolated. But this 
assumption is valid only for a bank of three 1-phase transformers 
or a 3-phase shell type transformer. The second method (mutual 
coupling) was used with the assumption of constant mutual 
inductances between various phases. Practically it is not correct 
as the saturation or the presence of flux in each core (limb) 
causes variation in the flux linkages or flux distribution. This 
will be evident by finding the magnetizing and mutual inductances 
at different degrees of saturation of the core. 
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4.3.1 Measurement of magnetizing reactances 
For this purpose, primary winding of 2 KVA, 230/115V, 3-
phase, core-type transformer in series with a high inductor is 
energized by a variable DC source. The phase A winding is 
supplied from a small AC source as shown in Fig. 4.8. A very 
small alternating current is made to flow and corres-ponding 
impedance is calculated. The alternating flux, being very weak, 
will produce negligible iron loss in the core. The large value 
of the series inductance will not allow any significant amount of 
AC to flow in phase B winding (DC circuit). The circuit 
arrangement is similar to a saturable reactor. The resistance of 
the no-load branch of the eguivalent circuit of a transformer, is 
large enough to be neglected as compared to the Xm under 
saturated condition of the core. The no-load current can 
therefore be safely taken same as the magnetizing current and 
the primary winding impedance and Xm constitute a simple RL 
series circuit. Hence the measured value of the impedance 
Zla = '^t(^la)2 + (Xm^^b + ^la)2] (4.1) 
where r-j^ ^ and x^ ^^  are resistance and leakage reactance of 
the primary winding of phase A, and Xm-j^  j^  is mutual reactance 
between primary windings of phase A and B. 
This impedance is calculated at various saturation levels of 
the limb of phase B. This gives the mutual impedance between the 
primaries of phase A and B i.e. Xm^^j^. Same technigue is employed 
for the measurement of magnetizing reactance, Xmj^2' °f each phase 
(limb) by applying DC to the respective secondary winding also 
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(which is required for estimation of inrush current when 
secondary is in delta mode). Graphs in Fig.4.9 clearly show that 
the magnetizing and mutual reactance do not remain constant at 
different levels of saturation. 
4.3.2. Experimental records of inrush currents 
ICS technique can thus be employed for determination of 
actual inrush current in the 3-phase as well as in 1-phase 
transformers. The actual inrush current in different configura-
tions or with different initial conditions (SI as well as 
residual magnetization) can be found easily in a single attempt 
instead of repeated attempts by random switching which obviously 
does not guarantee the accuracy and will unnecessarily require 
more time and power wastage and create repeated disturbances by 
introducing harmonics in the line current, dip in the terminal 
voltage and RFI to neighboring lines. Similarly different 
switching current patterns can be obtained, at different 
conditions/configurations of machine and systems, by ICS for 
various purposes (e.g. pattern required for digital protection of 
power system). 
The records of inrush current by ICS technique show the 
magnitude as well as nature of variation of the inrush current. 
Fig 4.10 shows the photographic records of the switching currents 
in phase A and B, at differentent Sis in a 3-phase transformer in 
star-star and star-delta configurations. To avoid large current 
peaks applied voltage are fixed at 40% of the rated voltage (near 
the knee point). The scale of currents in all the configurations 
of 3-phase transformer, are kept same for easy comparison. 
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Fig. 4.10. Photographic records of inrush currents in a 3-phase 
transformer at different Sis and configurations. 
4.4. ICS FOR TESTING OF RELAY 
Although the transient current in a transformer persists 
only for a short while, its large magnitude is sufficient to 
deceive a differential relay used for the protection of a power 
transformer. Therefore the normal practice is either to incor-
porate an arrangement (circuit) to desensitize the percentage-
differential relay for about 0.2 second or to use a harmonic-
current restraint relay [30]. One of the major drawbacks of the 
former method is its inability to respond to a fault which may 
occur during the desensitization period. In the latter case, the 
harmonic components of the current are separated, rectified and 
used for restraining purposes. The relay thus, efficiently 
differentiates between the magnetizing inrush current (rich in 
harmonics) and the short-circuit current. The obvious dis-
advantages of this system are its cost, size and the requirement 
of several auxiliary-transformers in addition to all the draw-
backs of the electromagnetic relays. 
The off-set nature of the magnetizing current (due to the DC 
transient component), instead of the the high-order harmonics (as 
in above mentioned conventional method) can be used to dis-
tinguish inrush current from the short-circuit or fault current. 
The large current peaks (several times the full-load current) of 
the magnetizing inrush current of a transformer may be either 
positive or negative depending upon the SI of the applied voltage 
and residual magnetizing flux, 0r. Whereas in case of a fault, 
the large current peaks are positive as well as negative. These 
characteristics of the two currents (inrush and fault) may be 
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used to distinguish between the two conditions. 
The block diagram of the relay is shown in Fig. 4.11. A low 
shunt resistance connected to the secondary of the CT converts 
the current signal into the voltage signal (Fig. 4.12). Two level 
detectors (for the negative and positive levels) are employed 
such that each gives a positive output when the voltage level 
exceeds the set value (corresponding to the peak of the allowable 
current) . The outputs of the level detectors (LDl and LD2) are 
connected to the pulse-stretchers and an AND gate. At fault 
condition both the LDs will have high output as shown in Fig. 
4.13. While with the magnetizing- inrush condition alone, either 
one or both the LDs will give a low (logic) output. At the 
steady-state (no-load or full-load conditions within allowable 
limit), both the LDs gives zero output as shown in Fig. 4.14. 
Two identical active-level detectors are employed. A 
constant positive DC reference voltage is given to it for the 
magnitude comparison. An unity-gain inverting-amplifier is 
employed to enable the second level detector (LD2) to compare the 
negative level of the voltage signal. A capacitor and a zenor 
diode is connected at the output of the LDs. To avoid a separate 
power supply for the integrated circuit gate, a transistorized 
AND gate circuit using outputs of the LDs, is employed. Complete 
circuit is shown in Fig. 4.15. 
The relay is tested for different e as the inrush current of 
a transformer depends upon the SI. The ICS circuit allows a known 
type of current to start flowing in the primary of a single phase 
transformer corresponding to the predetermined SI and maintains 
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conduction onwards. The complete testing arrangements are shown 
in Fig. 4.16. The fault current is simulated by connecting low 
resistance at the secondary side of the transformer. The 
performance of the relay is recorded with the help of an 
oscillograph. The photographs are showing the output of the 
relay and the inrush current (magnetizing only and with fault 
currents) at dynamic condition. The relay setting is adjusted at 
150% (peak) of the full-load current. It is clear from Fig. 4.17 
that the relay operates only at fault condition (current exceeds 
150% of the full-load) otherwise not. 
4.5 IC8 FOR ELIMINATION OF INRUSH CURRENT IN TRANSFORMERS 
The steady-state magnetizing current of a transformer is 
about 2-5% of the full load current. But the transient inrush 
current may be as high as ten times the full-load current and 
persists only for a short while i.e. for about one-half second 
[24]. Even then such a large magnitude causes intense localized 
heating leading to insulation damage, production of excessive 
mechanical stresses, voltage drop at the consumer's end, blowing 
of fuses, RFI with the neighboring communication lines and 
circuits (specially in case of traction transformers), parallel 
resonance in AC systems and false signals to over-current and 
differential relays. High induced voltage (1.7 times the normal 
peak) on the secondary side was found in the transformer of HVDC 
converter plants [31]. This transient induced voltage (peak) on 
the secondary side may be some times large enough to damage the 
circuit components specially the power semiconductor devices in 
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Fig. 4.18 Inrush current at (a) SsO and (b) elimination of 
current at 9=90 degrees in 1-phase transformer. 
inrush 
converter circuit. 
As discussed in previous section, the resistance of the no-
load branch of the equivalent circuit of the transformer, is 
large enough to be neglected as compared to the Xm under 
saturated condition of the core. The no-load current can 
therefore be safely taken same as the magnetizing current. Thus 
the primary winding impedance and Xm constitute a simple RL 
series circuit. 
For RL circuit, if the SI or 6=^, then transient current 
vanishes as discussed earlier. Hence the doubling effect will 
not take place and the switching current will confined be to its 
steady-state value only. 
4.5.1 Elimination of inrush current in l-phase transformer 
When a faulty traction line is reenergized after removal of 
the fault and this switching happens to be close to the ZCI, then 
all the traction transformers of the engines of the stranded 
trains (in that zone) will draw enormously large amount of 
current simultaneously as discussed above. Thus causing the 
circuit-breaker of the other healthy parallel line to trip due to 
the RFI. This creates problem in smooth movement of the trains. 
Frequency of occurrence of this 'synthetic fault' is reported to 
be 2 to 3 times in a month in Aligarh zone of Northern Railways. 
Since a traction line is a short distance and l-phase line and 
thus the line with the transformer constitutes a simple RL series 
circuit. Thus by reenergizing the line at 9=90° (or 270°) using 
ICS circuit,the problem of the inrush current and its associated 
effects can be easily eliminated. This can be done by using the 
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static switch (thyristor) in parallel with the circuit breaker 
for initial switching. 
The static switch can be realized easily by series and 
parallel combination of high rating thyristors (triac or SCRs in 
anti-parallel mode) depending upon the current and voltage 
requirements. The operating signal should be given 
simultaneously to the static switch as well as to the circuit 
breaker (both in parallel). The static switch operates almost 
instantly (within few micro-seconds depending upon rating of 
thyristors) which can be later separated out by an isolator as 
discussed earlier in section 3.2. 
Fl8<4.18 shows the inrush and normal magnetizing currents for a 
1-phase transformer when switched at e= 0° and 900 respectively. 
The magnetizing current is confined to its normal steady-state 
value. 
4.5.2 Elimination of inrush current in 3-phase transformers 
Whenever a 3-phase transformer is energized, its one or two 
phases will be closed to its ZCI at the SI. Thus the choice of 
the SI control is limited to within 30° only, due to the symmetry 
of the three phases (Fig. 4.19) unlike the l-phase system where 
SI can be varied from 0* to 3600. In a 3-limb, 3-phase, core-type 
transformer, the switching at points 1 & 2 will cause saturation 
in two limbs of the phase "A and B" or "A and C" as shown in 
4.20(a) and (b) respectively. Where <f>a, <f>h and (^c are the flux 
generated in each limb by the currents flowing in the respective 
windings. All the phases of a 3-phase transformer can be 
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considered, in crude sense, as electrically connected and 
magnetically isolated. Since an approximate model was used for 
approximate estimation of inrush current as discussed in 
previous section [29]. Therefore each phase of the transformer, 
whether core type or shell type, can be considered as an 
independent RL circuit. 
(a) 3-phase/4-wire system: 
By switching each phase of the transformer at the PF angle 
(6=^) or even at 9=900, of their respective voltages, the inrush 
current (due to doubling effect) can be easily eliminated as 
discussed in section 4.2.2 for ICC of 3-phase independent 
inductive loads. In that case the switching completes in 1/3 
time-period of the applied voltage cycle but the sequence of 
switching is reversed (A,C,B). 
Although the A,B,C switching sequence takes more time (2/3 
of cycle) but flux in core of transformer will be reduced at the 
Sis which is evident from Fig. 4.19 (point 3) and Fig. 4.20(c). 
Initially when phase A is switched at 90 degree of its phase 
voltage (B and C open), the transformer behaves as a 1-phase 
transformer/inductor, no saturation will take place and the 
switching current is same as the normal steady-state current. 
However when phase B is switched at 90 degree of its phase 
voltage (after phase A), both currents hence fluxes in both limbs 
are of same direction and thus opposing each other. Which reduces 
magnetizing reactaces both phases and hence over all magnitude of 
the switching current. Thus the switching angles with reference 
to phase A are 
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ei=ea=90o 
e2=eb=120o+90°=210° 
G3=ec=240«+90<'=330° (4.3) 
where Ga, eb and ec ^ are Sis of phase A, B and C. 
Experimental records of the inrush currents were already given 
in Fig. 4.10, when all phases of a transformer are switched 
simultaneously in different configurations and at random Sis. Fig. 
4.21 shows the elimination of the inrush currents, when the 
different phases of the same transformer (3-phase, 4-wire system) 
are switched sequentially in steps by ICS technique as discussed 
above. Figures 4.21 (a) and (b) show the elimination of inrush 
current for the switching sequences A,C,B and A,B,C respectively. 
The switching currents (phase) and Ip, it can be seen, are 
confined to their normal or steady-state values. The scale of 
currents in both the cases are kept same for easy comparison. 
(b)3-phase/ 3-wire system: 
In this case, each phase is firmly coupled with another 
whether it is connected in star-star, star-delta, delta-star or 
delta-delta combinations. Initially, if only two phases (say C 
and B) of a 3-phase, 3-wire system is switched-on simultaneously 
(irrespective of being in star or in delta configuration), the 
transformer behaves like a 1-phase RL load with line voltage 
impressed between C and B terminals. For delta configuration, it 
is like two parallel RL load circuits with same PF and different 
magnitudes. The total impedance between C and B terminals will be 
2/3 of each winding (Zl). Similarly for star configuration, it is 
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Fig. 4.21 Elimination of inrush current in 3-phase transformer by 
ICS. Switching sequence are (a) A,C,B and (b) A,B,C. 
like two RL load circuits of same PF connected in series as shown 
in Fig 4.22. The total impedance will be twice Zl. Thus if the 
line voltage Vcb is switched at its 90° ( or PZI of Va), although 
the applied (line) voltage magnitude is larger (>/3 times Vaj.jjjg or 
1.72 Va^ j^^ g) but it is less than double, no doubling effect hence 
no saturation will take place (due to e=(^  or 900). -phe line or 
phase currents in B and C phases will be equal and opposite, and 
confined to its steady-state value (i^ -^ij^ ) . Thus the net flux 
in the limb A is zero as shown in Fig. 4.24 i.e. no flux (like 
residual, Or) will be present at any instant of switching of 
phase A . Now if phase A is switched at 90" of Va the current 
hence the flux in that limb will also be confined to its steady-
state value and no inrush will take place. 
Photographs in Fig 4.10 were already given to show the 
inrush current of 3-phase transformer in various configurations 
when all the phases are switched simultaneously. Fig. 4.25 shows 
the inrush current of the same transformer (as shown in Fig. 4.10 
(d) and (e), for 3-phase and 3-wire configurations) is completely 
eliminated using the technique discussed above. The switching 
currents are like normal magnetizing currents (confined to their 
normal steady-state values) when the phase B and C, and phase A 
of the transformer are switched sequentially at 0" and 90» 
respectively with va as reference voltage. Repeated switching at 
this condition (Sis) is done by ICC technique and it can be seen 
that the switching currents are confined to their normal (steady-
state) values and don't change. The scale of currents in both the 
cases (maximum and minimum Ip) are kept same for easy comparison. 
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Fig 4 25 ELIMINATION OF INRUSH CURRENT IN 3-PHASE TRANSFORMER (3-WIRE) 
(a) STAR-STAR AND (b) DELTA-STAR CONFIGURATIONS. 
4.6 ICS FOR INDUCTION MOTORS 
The switching current of an induction motor depends upon the 
stator impedance (including the effect of saturation, if present) 
and the effective rotor impedance which varies with the variation 
of speed (slip) . The stator as well as rotor windings of an 
induction motor are basically a RL circuit of low PF. Therefore 
doubling effect may occur at random switching of the motor i.e. 
when switching happens to be at or near the ZCI of the applied 
voltage wave. Hence if the induction motor is subject to repeated 
switching, it may often draw large switching current from the 
line due to the doubling effect, in addition to the normal 
switching current due to rotor at rest or deceleration during off 
period. Moreover the saturated core (stator as well as rotor) may 
also aggravate the situation. 
4.6.1 Switching current control of 3-phase induction motor 
Switching current of a 3-phase induction motor is similar to 
the inrush current of a 3-phase transformer. Since the flux 
passes through the air-gap therefore effect of saturation is not 
so pronouncing and magnetizing current does not increase to 
several times the full-load current like transformer. However, at 
the time of starting from rest, induction motor behaves as a 
transformer at short-circuit condition. The rotor impedance 
dominates. Since the rotor resistance is very small, the PF of 
rotor impedance will be low. Normally the effective PF angle, ^, 
at rest or block rotor is about 70° (due to stator leakage 
winding impedance in series with the parallel branches of 
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magnetizing and rotor (referred values) impedances of the 
equivalent circuit [2]. Therefore switching current peak (Ip) 
increases by 3 5% in one or two phases for ^=10° (unsaturated core 
or linear circuit condition), when the random switching of the 
motor happens to be at or near ZCIs of the any phase voltage (as 
discussed in case of 3-phase transformers and it was already 
shown in Fig. 2.6). The peak current will be higher for saturated 
core (stator/rotor) condition. 
Thus if motor is subject to repeated switching it will 
repeatedly draw higher switching current in one or two phases at 
the time of switching causing disturbances in the line. Switching 
currents can be thus controlled (reduced) by switching the 
different phases at different Sis in steps (instead of 
simultaneous random switching) as it was done for 3-phase 
transformers. Fig. 4.26 (a) and (b) show the switching currents 
when all phases of motor are switched simultaneously at running 
and stationary conditions of rotor respectively. 
ICS technique can be thus applied to control/reduce these 
currents. Initially the line voltage Vcb is switched at its SO* 
(=00 of Va) followed by the phase voltage Va switched at its 90°. 
Fig. 4.27 shows the photograph of switching currents of the same 
motor (at running and stationary conditions) when all the phases 
are switched in "steps" not simultaneously. Thus the switching 
currents for both cases are significantly reduced. 
4.6.2 Switching current control in 1-phase induction motor 
The switching current of a single phase induction motor 
depends upon the main winding impedance, auxiliary winding 
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Fig. 4.26 Switching currents of 3-phase induction motor. At (a) 
rotating and (b) block rotor conditions. 
(a) 
Fig. 4.27 Reduced switching currents by ICS. At (a) rotating and 
(b) block rotor conditions. 
Fig. 4.28 Switching main winding current of 1-phase induction motor, 
(a) Maximum at 9=0 and (b) minimum at 0=120 deg.by^iec. 
impedance and the effective rotor impedance depending upon the 
speed (slip). When the motor is made to operate at nearly 
constant speed, by flywheel arrangement or by ICC of the supply 
voltage, there is no need of switching the auxiliary winding and 
no significant change in the rotor impedance takes place. The 
main winding impedance of the motor is inductive (RL circuit). 
Thus switching can be done at 9=^ or so using ICS circuit to 
reduce the switching current as shown in Fig. 4.28. However 
induction motor in this mode has very limited application. Thus 
switching of the auxiliary (starting) winding is also required. 
Since the auxiliary winding circuit is a capacitive under-
damped RLC circuit, its switching, with the trapped charge on 
capacitor (initial condition, Qo) , will cause large switching 
current peaks (Ip) at different Sis, as discussed in detail in 
chapter 2 (section 2.3.2.). Even with zero initial condition, the 
switching current peak (Ip) may not be insignificant depending 
upon the value of the capacitor. Thus ICS technique can be 
applied to reduce the switching current either by switching 
(a) both the windings simultaneously at an appropriate SI 
depending upon their impedance and effective PF as well as Qo. 
(b) auxiliary and main windings sequentially, at different 
suitable Sis, as it was done for 3-phase transformer. 
(a) Simultaneous switching: A suitable SI can be found for 
adopting the former technique. Since the effective PF angle, 0, 
of l-phase induction motor is close to 0" (lagging), comprising 
parallel combination of an inductive RL circuit (main winding) 
and a capacitive RLC circuit (which behaves as RC circuit). The 
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value of <t> depends upon the individual magnitudes and PF angles 
of both branches. Since the maximum peak current (Ip) with 
respect to 9, depends upon the Qo or on the initial voltage 
(polarity as well as magnitude) on the capacitor. Therefore it 
will be useful to discharge the capacitor before next switching, 
to make initial condition zero and, to keep Ip low. For this 
purpose a suitable high value resistance (according to the 
frequency of repeated switching of the motor) is required to be 
connected in parallel with the capacitor. Thus a particular SI 
can be set permanently. 
The current response at the time of starting of a 1-phase 
induction motor (at block rotor condition and with zero initial 
condition, Y=Qo=0) is, computed and shown in Fig. 4.29. The 
circuit parameters are given in Appendix V. Although the effect 
of saturation was not considered even then it shows clearly that 
a suitable SI (here emin=120<') can be selected for minimum Ip. 
(b) Switching in step by ICS: At the time of starting the 
motor from rest, the PF angle of the main winding, ^m, due to the 
parallel branches of magnetizing reactance and effective rotor 
impedance of the equivalent circuit, is inductive (^ m= 60° to 
70°). Thus the auxiliary winding and the main winding of a 1-
phase induction motor can be switched sequentially at 91=0° and 
92=jim (or even 90°) respectively to reduce the switching current. 
Experiments were carried out on a 0.5HP, 1-phase induction 
motor. Fig. 4.30 (a) shows the oscillographic records of the 
switching current (total line current) when both the windings of 
motor is switched together randomly at 9=90° with zero initial 
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FIG. 4.29 Switching c u r r e n t response 
of 1-phase Ind.Motor a t different Sis. 
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Fig.4.30 Oscillographic records of switching current (line) of 1-
phase induction motor, (a) Randomly at 9=90'°'with Y=0 and 
(b) switching in steps by ICS. 
condition. While Fig. 4.30(b) refers to that condition when both 
auxiliary and main windings are switched sequentially (in steps) 
at 91=0" and 02=90" respectively. The peak of total line current 
is significantly reduced. 
4.6.3 Speed control of 1-phase Induction motor 
The speed control of induction motors by ICC is not popular 
because it causes pulsating torque and random switching during ON 
period may cause switching to take place closed to ZCI (like 
ZVS) , which causes DC offset or higher current peaks in RL 
loads. Moreover fine speed control is not possible due to the 
step voltage variation. The ICC technique employed is normally 
based on the time-ratio control i.e. by varying the number of ON 
cycles while keeping the total cycle (ON+OFF) constant [32]. At 
lower speeds the applied voltage hence the number of ON cycles 
has to be kept low. Therefore for longer periods (during the OFF 
cycles) the electrical torque generated is zero causing 
pulsations on the shaft (torque and speed both). 
Here another scheme is proposed to remove these drawbacks by 
keeping the OFF period fixed and minimum i.e. one cycle (or even 
half cycle) in addition to the use of ICS circuit. The voltage 
control is thus possible from 50% to 100%. Thus the controlled 
voltage available are 50%, 66.67%> 75%, 80%, 83.3%, 85.7%, 87.5%, 
88.88% and 90% of the applied voltage for total cycles (OFF+ON) 
ranging from 2 to 10 respectively and so on. Since torque is 
approximately proportional to the square of the applied voltage 
hence speed variation in a large range is possible by this 
method. Moreover the electrical torque is absent only for small 
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durations (20 msec, for 50 Hz supply). Thus the pulsation in the 
torque and speed is not significant due to inertia. It is evident 
that a very fine speed control is possible in higher range. 
Ninety percent electric motors in the world are 1-phase 
induction motor [2]. Most of them are used in fans, blowers 
domestic or other low power appliances, where precise speed 
control is not required. The speed control is achieved either by 
tap changing of a variable resistance or inductor (regulator) in 
series or by using phase-controlled switching of thyristor. The 
resistance causes heating of the surroundings and the power 
wastage while the inductor decreases PF of the line current. The 
phase-controlled switching scheme introduces harmonics in the 
line as well as heating of the core of induction motor that may 
lead to early insulation breakdown. The speed and voltage at 
different steps of speed regulator (resistive) of a ceiling fan 
(230V, 90 Watts, 1.4 m sweep, GEC make) is shown in Fig. 4.31. 
Since the lower speed corresponds to 56.6% (130V) of the rated 
voltage (230V) . Thus ICC technique can be effectively used for 
controlling the speed of 1-phase induction motor over wide range. 
Speed of a 1-phase induction motor is successfully contro-
lled by ICC method. Fig. 4.32 shows the speed variation with 
respect to number of ON cycles (with one OFF cycle). 
The switching current can be controlled by ICS technique 
either by switching 
(a) both the windings simultaneously at certain SI, or 
(b) the main winding only at e=^ or 90°, while keeping the 
auxiliary winding on. 
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FIG.4.31 Speed-voltage charact. of fan. 
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(a) Simultaneous switching: For the former case during the 
OFF period, the capacitor discharges through the auxiliary as 
well as main winding (under-damped oscillation). Thus the 
polarity as well as magnitude of Qo or "Y" at the SI of both the 
windings will depend upon the trapped charge at the end of ON 
period as well as the duration of OFF period. Where the polarity 
of the trapped charge at the end of ON period depends upon 
whether the auxiliary winding current stops at its positive half-
cycle or negative half-cycle. Thus the optimum condition or Gmin 
will vary and depend upon these conditions. Which can be easily 
found experimentally by varying e by ICS technique. Fig. 4.33 (a) 
and (b) show photograph for maximum and minimum auxiliary (upper) 
and total line currents when switching is done at ISO^ and 120^ 
respectively. 
(b) Switching main winding only: Fig. 4.34 (a) and (b) show 
the auxiliary (upper) and main winding currents, when the later 
control technique is adopted, for 9=180° and 30° respectively. 
It is evident from both figures that a suitable SI reduces the 
peak current. 
4.6.2 Speed Control of 3~Phase Induction Motor 
Power in any load circuit can be controlled by ICC 
technique. However to avoid large switching current peaks (higher 
Ip) , ICS is required during each ON period. Since the impedance 
of a 3-phase induction motor is basically inductive. Therefore 
ICC technique for inductive or RL loads, as given in section 
4.2.2, can be extended easily for controlling the power hence 
speed of a 3-phase induction motor. It can be achieved either by 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. Auxiliary (upper) and total line currents of 1-phase 
induction motor under ICC condition at different Sis. 
(a) 8=120° and (b) 9=150*. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 4.34 Auxiliary (upper) and main winding currents of 1-phase 
induction motor under ICC condition at different Sis. 
(a) 9=180° and (c) reduced peak at 9=30° . 
(a) switching the different phases in steps (as in case of 
the 3-phase transformer) during the ON period, or 
(b) controlling only one phase by the ICC technique while 
keeping both the remaining phases ON as it was done for 1-phase 
induction motor. 
(a) Switching in steps: The former method causes large 
pulsation in the torque since the air-gap flux drops to zero 
during each OFF period. However the pulsation can be reduced by 
keeping the OFF period to one cycle and varying the total 
(ON+OFF) period, as discussed in previous section for 1-phase 
induction motor. Fig. 4.35 shows the photographs of the switching 
current waveforms for different number of ON cycles when 
switching is done in step (Vcb at its 90° or 0« of Va, then Va at 
its 90°). 
(b) Switching one phase only: The torque generated by the 
later technique is more smooth as motor continues to run and 
generates torque by one line voltage even if one phase is off 
(during OFF periods of ICC). Thus 3-phase motor behaves as a 1-
phase motor, although the generated torque is reduced but it 
does-not drop to zero, during OFF period. Fig. 4.36 Shows the 
speed variation foir different ON cycles by second method. Fig. 
4.37 (a), (b) and (c) show the switching current waveforms when 
only one phase is controlled by ICC technique at 6=3O", 210« and 
120° respectively. It clearly shows, as in previous case, the 
switching at the controlled instant (6=1200) reduces the peak 
current. 
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5. COMCLOSIOM 
5.1 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
It can be now concluded on the basis of previous descrip-
tions that the magnitude (peak) and nature (waves-shapes) of the 
switching transient current varies over large range depending 
upon the initial condition and the switching instant of the 
circuit. The switching transient current studies are generalize 
and simplified by introducing two factors Y and n. Thus the 
switching current level (peak) of all types of the linear AC 
circuits, can be controlled in between its maximum and minimum 
values, simply by controlling the SI, at any initial condition. 
The graphs, showing the peak currents with respect to the whole 
range of Sis, are given for different types of the circuits at 
various initial conditions. Equations are also given to find out 
the correct Sis for minimum and maximum switching currents in the 
circuit. The minimum value of Ip corresponds to the condition 
where the transient is either zero or minimum and the maximum 
value of Ip gives the correct value of the maximum possible 
switching transient current that may flow into the circuit. The 
theory presented here are experimentally verified and can be 
extended easily to non-linear circuits and systems as it is 
applied here for induction motors and transformers. 
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Three ICS circuits are designed for controlling the 
transients in different load circuits. These circuits are found 
versatile in nature. The MCC is used for transient-free power 
control in resistive as well as in inductive loads (by 
combination of ICS and ICC techniques) in addition to its ability 
to work as controller for converters and choppers. MCC is 
successfully used as static relay to realize various characteris-
tics of distance protection. Three phase reference sinewave is 
also generated by MCC that can be used for PWM. 
A static relay is designed to distinguish fault current from 
the inrush current of transformer and it is successfully tested 
by ICS circuit under dynamic/actual conditions. 
By ICS technique, for the first time, inrush current in 1-
phase as well as 3-phase transformers are completely eliminated. 
Which will have enormous utility and applications in power 
systems. The importance of elimination of inrush current in 1-
phase transformers (traction as well as used in converter plants 
with line filters in HVDC system) is discussed. Its utility in 
other field could also be sorted out e.g. transformer used in 
welding etc. [24]. Inrush current in 3-phase, 3-wire system was 
eliminated more efficiently than in 3-phase 4-wire system. In the 
former case the switching completes in lesser period (two steps 
and quarter cycle only). While in later case the switching 
completes in three steps and the switching currents, although 
very small, flow in the neutral wire till switching completes in 
2/3 cycle. It is shown that the transformers can be switched even 
repeatedly, without the significant amount of transient current 
(inrush), by the proposed technique. 
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By ICS technique the switching current of induction motors 
(1-phase and 3-phase) also reduces significantly. Instead of 
simultaneous switch-ing, the switching has to be done in steps as 
it was done for transformers. A suitable SI is also found for 
minimum switching current (peak) in case of simultaneous 
switching of a 1-phase induction motor. Thus the large switching 
current of saturated motors can be reduced more efficiently. 
The speed of 1-phase as well as 3-phase induction motors are 
controlled by combination of ICS and ICC technique. A minimum OFF 
cycle (one or half) is proposed to avoid large pulsation. The 
speed variation is achieved over wide range without significant 
pulsation in torque and speed. Its utility for 1-phase induction 
motor (as prime mover of electric fans, coolers and compressors) 
is established. Thus large power wastage in the rheostatic 
regulators can be avoided easily by the proposed technique. Which 
will be certainly a boon to a country like India where the 
millions of 1-phase induction motors are in use and where power 
generation is far behind the power demand. 
ICS technique can be extended easily for the determination 
of "decrement factor" of alternator for selection of circuit-
breaker of proper MVA rating. Which is normally found by 
extensive random short-circuiting the alternator [4], This test 
can be done in single attempt by ICS technique as it was done for 
determination of inrush current of transformer. Similarly maximiam 
switching current of any machine can be found in single attempt. 
In general ICS technique can be extended to all electrical 
circuits or systems which are subject to repeated switching and 
where transient condition has got some significance. 
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APPENDICES 
I. Derivation of current response equations with suddenly applied 
direct voltage; 
(a) RL Circuit: 
The response equation for an RL circuit with direct voltage/ 
E, and a circulating current, lo, at the switching instant, can 
be easily derived using Laplace transform [2]. 
The voltage equation of the circuit is given by 
L[di(t)/dt]+Ri(t) = E (Al) 
Taking Laplace transform, 
E/s=R.l(s)+L[sl(s)-L.lo] (A2) 
or, I(S) = [E/L+Sl(s) ]/s(s4-R/L) (A3) 
=CE/sR]-[{E/R-IO}/(s+R/L)] (A4) 
The complete expression for the current is 
i(t)=E/R-[E/R-Io] .e"^/^*^ (A5) 
(b) RLC circuit with lo & Qo: 
Derivation for the current response in RLC circuit with 
direct voltage input is given in reference [l] for the initial 
charge at capacitor at the switching instant, Qo only. That can 
be extended for Qo as well as lo. 
The voltage equation of the RLC circuit is given by 
L[di(t)/dt]+ Ri(t)+ l/C Ji(t)dt= E {A6) 
or, [d2i/dt2]+(R/L)[di/dt]+i/LC= 0 (A7) 
The complete solution for the current is 
i=kl.e(-»+^)t^.j,2.e(-a-b)t (A8) 
where 
a=R/2L and 
b=Vr(R/2L) 2-(l/LC) } 
Let the initial charge on the capacitor, Ji.dt = Qo and the 
current i=lo at the switching instant of the circuit (t=0), thus 
from (A8) and (A6') respectively 
k2=Io-kl (A9) 
and L[di/dt]^._.Q+RIo+Qo/C=E (AlO) 
or, L[(-a+b)kl+(-a-b)X2]+Rlo+Qo/C=E (All) 
Thus, putting value of k2 from (A9) in (All), 
L[ (-a+b)kl+(-a-b)lo-(-a-b)lcl) ]+Rlo+Qo/C=E (A12) 
or, kl=:{E-(Qo/C) + (a+b-R/L)Io}/2bL (A13) 
or, kl={E-(Qo/C)+(-a+b)lo}/2bL (A14) 
The transient term in (A8) becomes 
i=[kl{e(-»+^>t-e(-*-^>^)+Io.e<-*-l»t (A15) 
or, i=e"*^.[kl{e^*^-e~^^}+lo.e"^^] (A16) 
Thus 
isfkl.sinhjbt+lo.e'^'^le"**^ for o/d circuits (A17) 
i=[kl.sinSt+lo.e'"^^]e''**^ for u/d circuits (A18) 
where B=jb 
II. Derivation of current response equations for RLC circuit with 
lo^ Oo and alternating voltage input: 
The voltage equation of the RLC circuit in [1], is given by 
L[di/dt]+ Ri+ i/C Jidt=Vm.sin(wt+e) (A19) 
or, [d^i/dt2] + (R/L) [<Ji/dt]+i/LC=wVni.cos(wt+e) (A20) 
The complete expression for the current is 
i=Im. sin (wt+e-^) +cl. e <~*"''^ ) ^ +c2. e <"*"^> ^  (A21) 
Let the initial charge on the capacitor, Ji.dt = Qo and the 
current i=lo at the switching instant of the circuit (t=0), thus 
from (A21) and (A19) respectively 
c2=-{lm.sin(e-^)-io}-ci 
and L[di/dt]^j.Q+RIo+Qo/C=Vm.sine 
or, L[wim.cos(e-^)+(-a+b)ci+(-a-b)c2]+RIo+Qo/C=vm.sine 
Thus, from (A24) and (A22)/ 
cl=Eo/2bL-[Im.sin(e-(^)-Io]/2 
and c2=-Eo/2bL-[Im.sin(e-(^)-Io]/2 
where 
Eo=Vm.sine-wLIm.cos(e-^)-Qo/C-R{Im.sin(e-^)+lo}/2 (A27) 
The transient term in (A21) becomes 
[(Eo/bL) (e^^-e"^*^)/2-{Im.sin(e-(^)-Io} (e^ *^ +e~^ *^ )/2]e~**^  (A28) 
Thus 
i=Im.sin(wt+e-^) + [ (Eo/bL) sinhjbt-{Im. sin (e-(|))-lo} 
coshjbtle"*^ for o/d circuits (A29) 
i=lm. sin (wt+e-^) + [ (Eo. t/L) -{Im. sin (9-^) -lo} ]e"**^  
for c/d circuits (A30) 
i=lm.sin(wt+e-^) + [ (Eo/bL) sinBt-{lm. sin (e-(^)-lo} 
cosBt]e~*^ for u/d circuits (A3i) 
(A22) 
(A23) 
(A24) 
(A25) 
(A26) 
/Read R,L ,C , lo,Qo ,Vm;w/ 
Evaluate X;Z , 0^ a ,b ; f ; Z e 
I-^-O , FO^—0 
Yes 
Eval. Eo^QoiFl 
t - ^ ( 211/2 00 W)J 
No 
Eval. i by(q) 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
±. 
0^FO,n,MXI 
Eval. i by(ll) 
C File name RLt.FOR and ResuUfile is RRLt. 
C For calculation of transient current in RL circuit. 
REAL L,MXI,I,IT 
INTEGER THD,Z,PHID 
0PEN(UNIT=5,FILE='rRL8r,STATUS='NEW') 
REWIND 5 
Z=1 
IM=1 
N=0 
PI=(22./7.) 
c give the pf angles for which results are needed. 
DO 33 PHID=80,89,3 
PHI=PHID*PI/180. 
R=Z*COS(PHI) 
X=SQRT(Z*Z-R*R) 
a=R/X 
WRITE(5,3)PHID 
3 F0RMAT(1X,'PHIdegzM4,2X,';Fn. RL1.F0R,Rf. RRL81 ,TH=0to180') 
DO 33 Jwtdeg=0,1800,30 
DO 99 J=0,7 
THD=30.0*J 
TH=THD*PI/180. 
DI=TH-PHI 
wt=Jwtdeg*pi/180. 
IT=Im*EXP(-a*wt)*(SIN(di)-n) 
I=-IT+IM*SIN(wt+Dl) 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
99 
9 
33 
Y=I 
K=J+1 
GOTO(45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52),K 
Y1=Y 
GOTO 99 
Y2=Y 
GOTO 99 
Y3=Y 
GOTO 39 
Y4=Y 
GOTO 99 
Y5=Y 
GOTO 99 
Y6=Y 
GOTO 99 
Y7=Y 
GOTO 99 
Y8=Y 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(5,9)jwtdeg,Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6,y7,y8 
WRITE(*,9)jwtdeg,Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6,Y7,Y8 
F0RMAT(1X,I6,1X,8(F6.2,1X)) 
CONTINUE 
REWIND 5 
CL0SE(UNIT=5) 
STOP 
END 
C File name j.FOR for all RLC circuits (u/d&o/d,Xc&Xl,Io&Qo) 
REAL MXI,I,It,n 
INTEGER THD 
character*1 xxc 
PI=(22./7.) 
c Whether capacitive or inductive circuit? 
write(*,*)'write " C " if capacitive circuit' 
READ(*,1)xxc 
1 FORMAT(A1) 
writ6(*,*)'Ze=?','n=?','Y=?',' Program for all RLC circuits' 
READ(*,*)Ze,n,Y 
WRITE(*,*)Ze,n,Y,xxc 
0PEN(UNIT=5,FILE='RJ',STATUS='NEW') 
REWIND 5 
IF(Ze.LT.1.0)THEN 
IFCxxc.EQ.'c'.OR.xxc.EQ.'C')then 
C For under damped circuits 
write(5,3)Ze,n,Y 
3 FORMAT(2x,'Ze=',f7.5,1X,'n=',f6.2,1x,'Y=',f6.2,1x,'J.FOR,RJ, 
#,u/d CAPACITIVE circuit') 
ELSE 
write(5,5)Ze,n,Y 
5 FORMAT(2x,'Ze=',f7.5,1x,'n=',f6.2,1x,'Y=',f6.2,1x,'J.FOR,RJ, 
»,u/d INDUCTIVE circuit') 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
C For over damped case 
IFCxxc.EQ.'c'.OR.xxc.EQ.'Othen 
write(5,7)Ze,n,Y 
7 FORMAT(2x,'Ze=',f7.2,1x,'n=',f6.2,1x,'Y=',f6.2,1x,'J.FOR,RJ, 
#,0/d CAPACITIVE circuit') 
ELSE 
write(5,8)Ze,n,Y 
8 FORMAT(2x,'Ze=',f7.2,1x,'n=',f6.2,1X,'Y=',f6.2,1x,'J.FOR,RJ, 
#,0/d INDUCTIVE circuit') 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
C For each value of THETA calculation starts from here. 
DO 35 THD=0,360,10 
TH=THD*PI/180. 
C For each PHI (20,30,40,50,60,70,80,87 degrees) 
DO 99 J=2,9 
PHID=10.0*J 
IF(J.EQ.9) PHID=87.13 
PHI=PHID*PI/180. 
C Values of R, X, XL & XC are being found. 
Z=1.0 
R=Z*COS(PHI) 
X=Z*SIN(PHI) 
RZe=R/Ze 
XI=(SORT(X*X+RZe*RZe)-X)*.5 
X2=X+X1 
if (xxc.EQ. 'c' .or.xxc.eq. 'Othen 
XC=X2 
XL=X1 
DI=TH+PHI 
else 
XL=X2 
XC=X1 
DI=TH-PHI 
endif 
C Time-period and length of calculation. 
a=R/(2.*XL) 
Tau=1./a 
SPAN=5.*Tau 
C Calculation of different terms. 
BL=0.5*(SQRT(ABS(R*R-4.0*XL*XC))) 
MXI=1.0 
SDI=SIN(DI) 
CDI=COS(DI) 
ED=SIN(TH)-Y*XC-XL*CDI-0.5*R*SDI-0.5*R*n 
C Calculation of i(wt) starts for a particular THETA & PHI 
C Wt varies from 0 to SPAN (5 time-periods). 
DO 83 JWTDEG=0,360000,2 
WT=JWTDEG*PI/180. 
IF(WT.GE.SPAN)GOTO 44 
EAT=EXP(-A*WT) 
BT=BL*wt/XL 
IF(2e.LT.1.0)THEN 
SBT=SIN(BT) 
CBT=COS(BT) 
ELSE 
SBT=SINH(BT) 
CBT=COSH(BT) 
ENDIF 
It=((ED*SBT/BL)+(n-SDI)*CBT)*eAT 
I=It+SIN(WT+DI) 
IF(ABS(I).LT.ABS(MXI))GOTO 83 
MXI=I 
83 CONTINUE 
44 YY=ABS(MXI) 
C MXI is Ip, for a particular THETA & PHI. 
K=J-1 
G0T0(45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52), K 
45 Y1=YY 
GOTO 99 
46 Y2=YY 
GOTO 99 
47 Y3=YY 
GOTO 99 
48 Y4=YY 
GOTO 99 
49 Y5=YY 
GOTO 99 
50 Y6=YY 
GOTO 99 
51 Y7=YY 
GOTO 99 
52 Y8=YY 
99 CONTINUE 
c 
9 
35 
Values of Ip for various PHIs. 
WRITE(*,9)THD,Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6,Y7,Y8 
WRITE(5,9)THD,Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6,Y7,Y8 
F0RMAT(1X,I6,1X,8(F6.2,1X)) 
CONTINUE 
REWIND 5 
CL0SE(UNIT=5) 
STOP 
END 
IV. Generation of values of XI and Xc from given Ze and ^ 
At critical damping, critical resistance of the circuit. 
Re = 2VTI1/C) = 2vfxi.Xc) (A32) 
and dzunping ratio, 
Ze = (actual damping) / (critical dzunping) = R/{2VTl</C)} 
For particular power-factor, XI and Xc may assvime any value, 
therefore, to have a generalized solution Ze has to be incorpo-
rated. Thus for Xl>Xc, 
Ze2 = R2/(4Xl.Xc) = R2/{4(X+Xc).Xc} (A33) 
or, Xc2-fX.Xc-f (R/2Ze)2=0 (A34) 
is a quadratic equation. Which gives, 
Xc=[-X+V{X2+(R/Ze)2}]/2 and Xl= X+Xc (A35) 
Similarly, for XoXl, the above equations for Xc and XI will be 
inter-changed. 
V. Rating and parameters of different machines used; 
(a)Transformers 
Ratinas 
KVA 
Voltage 
No-load current 
Full-load current 
PF angle, ^ at No-load 
fb) Induction motors: 
Ratinas 
KW 
Voltage 
Rpm 
At block rotor: 
PF angle, 0 
Impedance of main winding 
PF angle, ^m of main winding 
Impedance of aux. winding 
PF angle, ^a of aux. winding 
fa) 
lal 
1-phase 
2 
230/135, 
0.95A 
8.7A 
80« 
1-Dhase 
0.37 
230V 
1450 
115V 
fb) 
fb) 
3-phase 
3 
230/115 
l.OA 
7.53A 
79.5« 
3-phase 
1.5 
415V 
1400 
33.25* 60.50 
31.78=10.5+j30fl 
70.75(lagging) 
41.76=40+j(60-72)n 
16»(leading) 
